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Forward 
 
This report has been produced by the RCC (Leics and Rutland) and was commissioned by Barrow upon Soar Parish 
Council. It incorporates the results of the Neighbourhood Plan Consultation Survey delivered to every dwelling and 
business premises in Barrow upon Soar in September 2014. Responses could be returned to the Parish offices or 
completed on line. 
 

Barrow upon Soar Parish Council set themselves the task of producing a 
Neighbourhood Development Plan for the Parish of Barrow upon Soar to 
meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. Their vision is to maintain and 
enhance what is good about the area and embrace the positive things 
that development can bring, helping the entire community share in the 
improved quality of life it offers. 
 
The original return date of 31st October 2014 was extended to 16th January 2015 to capture as many responses as 
possible.  
 
422 responses were received, which represents 16.7% of households in Barrow upon Soar. 
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 Barrow upon Soar 
Neighbourhood Plan Consultation Survey 

 
 Our village is a good village - together we can make it 

better 
 
 1. Overall Vision for Barrow upon Soar 
 
1.a We would like you to identify which of the following you consider are important or essential 

characteristics of Barrow upon Soar?  
 

  Yes No  
 The views on the approach to the village  91.0%    9.0%   
 Separation from surrounding villages by countryside  97.6%    2.4%   
 Open/ green spaces within the village  98.3%    1.7%   
 Parks, i.e.. Millennium Park, King George V Park, The 

Slabs, etc 
 98.0%    2.0%   

 Varied building styles throughout the village  79.1%   21.2%   
 The conservation Area (refer to paper version or can be 

viewed at www.ruralcc.or.uk/barrow) and its listed buildings 
 91.4%    8.6%   

 Canal and river heritage  97.8%    2.2%   
 Working farms surrounding the village  85.1%   14.9%   
 Trees (lining roads, spinneys, gardens, etc)  89.3%   10.7%   
 Overall balance of population and facilities  96.0%    4.0%   
  

Is there anything else that you consider is an essential characteristic of the village? 
 

"OVERALL CLEANLINESS OF THE VILLAGE PAINTING OR CLEANING OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS" 

"The current facilities do not balance the population adequately" 

"The population may be growing but the facilities are not" 

"The fact that it is a village but fast becoming too big, time to halt the onslaught of any new building proposals in the 
form of estates" 

"building styles need to be monitored more. We are allowing cardboard box styles to be built which do not reflect the 
local build styles - those proposed by Jelson on the corn field for example have no character at all." 

"Views of the surrounding countryside from within the village" 

"The church in the middle. That the shops are relevant, occupied and patronised." 

"A centre to the village ie shopping area with ideally local and individual retail stores" 

"Not absolutely overcrowded with cars as yet" 

"The access to the river Soar for walking/cycling etc, the Navigation and Pillings Lock being two popular 
eating/drinking locations. The beautifully kept round about when you enter the village and the high street are key 
images of the villages." 

"Keeping BOS a village not a small town" 
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"The size of the population!  If it got too large it would lose the very reason many of us chose to move here in the first 
place." 

"real ale pubs variety of shops Elis Office near Bretts" 

"A nice central high street with good shops and amenities." 

"A high street with open shops. Countryside locally" 

"The size of village and it's population make for a friendly and inviting village atmosphere. Changes to this balance will 
impact on that village feel." 

"It shouldn't get too large. in my opinion it is already going that way and the community feeling is vanishing." 

"Balance of shops, transport and health facilities in the centre of the village." 

"The high street shops" 

"It is difficult to take issue with any of these suggestions. They represent a wish list for any future development in the 
village." 

"keeping it village size and not overdeveloping" 

"The roundabout, canal/riverside walks, structure of the High Street (shops along the street both sides)" 

"that there remains a sense of community" 

"Play parks Library Central place for village to congregate (non-religious)" 

"-range of shops that make the village self-sufficient eg butchers, bakers, greengrocers -opportunities for 
cultural/community activities e.g. library, films, sports classes -schools" 

"Maintaining a busy high street with local shops and services" 

"Jerusulam island and area around church / Beveridge Street" 

"Working high street" 

"Keepin barrow a village, stop growing it into a town." 

"Variation of shops. No more houses!" 

"The central shopping completeness of the Village." 

"Sufficient facilities for the population" 

"Excellent local Schools, Sports clubs" 

"The size of the village is essential in keeping it a village, villages should have that lovely sense of community, of 
recognising people and saying hello. One of the great things about Barrow is whenever you meet someone new you 
always found you know someone else in common from within the village. If the village gets considerably bigger that 
sense of community will lessen." 

"The HIgh. Street with all essential facilities to encourage villagers to shop in the village e.g. Post office, chemist, 
paper shop. Variety of eating places to encourage villages to socialise in the village as well." 

"A vibrant high street and the train station. The way the community gets involved in events" 

"I think the main street is difficult to travel down - the bus stops are inappropriate for the crosssings ets and people still 
continue to stop on the zig zag lines for the bank machine and shop. I think there needs to be traffic lights at Cotes 
Road junction now also" 
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"That it stays a village as it is becoming too big and loosing the 'feel' of a village." 

"Friendliness, close knit community" 

"Keeping it as a village not as a suburb of Loughborough" 

"The transport links to local and national destinations." 

"'Village feel'" 

"A viable high street with varied local facilities." 

"The cricket and football clubs" 

"Pubs - We still have a good mix of pubs. We have lost 2 pubs in recent years, and we should act to protect those 
remaining. Post Office Schools Library Health Centre Good mix of shops Railway station Restaurants and Cafes" 

"Pubs, shops and life within the settlement rather than just being a dormitory village. Schools and a well balanced 
population demographic are essential to maintaining that feel of a living working community." 

"The friendliness of the people.  Community spirit." 

"Jitty betwwen Sileby Road and Avon Road requires more regular hedge trimming" 

"The system of jitties or pathways connecting one part of the village with another." 

"The range of clubs, societies, social organisations in the village.    The generally friendly nature of the residents - 
most will speak to others in the streets, known to them or not." 

"The only way to protect Barrow from being ruined any further is to not build any more large housing estates. They are 
the ONLY reason the village is being destroyed. All of the above cannot be compromised any further by overcrowding. 
Traffic is causing so much congestion - but to introduce traffic lights or one way systems in the village will further 
destroy any village characteristics that barely remain at the moment." 

"Many of the housing developments built in the last few decades lack a distinctive style.  Whilst the Conservation Area 
is important it does not always result in replacement windows reflecting the appearance of the originals.  Mountsorrel 
granite walls are an important feature in Barrow but they are gradually being removed by property owners." 

"Small village that has various footpaths and bridleways around and through the village. It is fun to see horses, dogs, 
children wandering around and enjoying the village and surrounding areas." 

"Traffic control Access to the health centre" 

"Central meeting point.  Village Hall to be used for many activities can help to keep the life of the village intact.   The 
Parish Council offices should provide more easily obtainable information about the village.   As a new comer to the 
village one member/employee told me that they were not a tourist information - go to LOUGHBOROUGH, while others 
could not have been more helpful. The historic buildings must be preserved.   It is wonderful to see these properties 
used on a daily basis.  At present small areas on the outskirts of the village are poorly designed and fragment the 
area.   Are there enough bungalows available in the area, particularly for the elderly and disabled.   The countryside 
on the outskirts and inside the village must be preserved - otherwise it becomes  a blob on the landscape." 

"Barrow upon Soar does NOT need any additional development. From the DECENT village of 25 years ago, it has 
become an over-developed building site, putting unbearable pressure upon Health Centre, schooling with inadequate 
infrastructure" 

"Appropriate ratio of central facilities (eg surgery, school) to population, which appears already to have stretched too 
far." 

"old stone walls, bridges" 
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"Old stone walls, bridges" 

"Barrow is currently a semi-rural living space that is identifiable as a village community. I hope to see it maintained as 
such" 

"That it is a village and not a town as Jelsons keep referring to it as!" 

"Church" 

"More parking facilities Toilets" 

"Presence of good schools Good public transport links Good balance of shops and services Public library" 

"Individual shops and restaurants on the high street throughout the village." 

"Well maintained homes and business buildings. Too many building and gardens in the village are poorly maintained -
- some homes do not seem fit for habitation and seem dangerous in terms of fire and other safety hazards." 

"A good range of local amenities. Doctor, dentist, optician, churches, a range of local shops." 

"Barrow is  village with a strong community feeling.  I am fearful that should it grow too large that feeling  will be lost. 
The primary school is already large and a any additional growth will result in it losing its village school feeling." 

"Its sense of community!!" 

"Preservation of remaining pubs" 

"The give-way bridge on the Quorn side." 

"Key facilites eg. Library, schools, medical centre, plus employment opportunities, plus activities for all ages." 

"Size of the village Population Schools Doctors" 

"The overall character of the village is good. As the village expands the infrastructure needs to grow to support the 
village expansion. For example, another primary school, another doctors surgery." 

"Road Humps" 

"The community.     A thriving high street." 

"Shops of interest, Village flowers, Roundabout, Main street - all very welcoming" 

"Better road access to the village Slash Lane needs major attention All roads in the village need major attention" 

"That is has what is considered a central area from which 'Life' and activity radiates from." 

"The High Street shops" 

"Keeping local shops" 

"More parking" 

"original grammar school building on Cotes Road Church and Churchyard jitties and walkways" 

"The community/village events such as the switching on of the Christmas lights. The importance of local businesses. 
The many varied footpaths and walks both through and surrounding the village." 

"There is a village feel and good community." 

"Needs to maintain its village feel and good community." 
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"The sense of community and community facilities, a vibrant high street with a variety of shops available" 

"The combination of semi rural characteristics which means that non one is too far from fields or greenery." 

"Varied mix of shops" 

"All the new houses look the same." 

"Keeping the farms and countryside around the village rather than merging into A6 and out in other direction. Keeping 
it relatively small instead of making it into sprawling town." 

"Schools - both Humphrey Perkins and Hall Orchard" 

"Industry Square  Parish Church  Baptist Church  Jerusalem Isaland" 

"A thriving High Street" 

"School provision - Primary and Secondary now on to GCSE and hopefully leading to 'A' level provision in 2016." 

"The fact that Barrow has a clear village centre and sense of community, unlike Mountsorrel for instance." 

"A village centre that has a varied range of locally owned and 'normal' shops for everyday esessentials." 

"Facilities such as school and doctors suitable fot the size of the population.  At present schools have massive classes 
and cannot get a doctor appointment." 

"Open and green spaces rather than a sea of properties.  This consitutes a village, at the moment it is heading to 
being a commuter town." 

"Defined boundaries between nearby villages thus keeping individuality of each area." 

"Beveridge Street" 

"Keep villages villages with local amenities not large scale global chains. Developments should support existing 
character of village. Keep cricket ground, allotments - we don't just want housing and no character." 

"Village hall" 

"The local shops essential for the communities." 

"All the 'jitties' and public footpaths which allow numerous, different, daily walks to be taken some short, some long, 
without covering the same ground twice. All the shops - very well served for a village of this size." 

"Keeping it's size the same  Improving the variety of shops in the village" 

"That it is A VILLAGE!" 

"Green spaces within housing estates." 

"Nottingham Road after turn off to Babington Road is now very dangerous, especially with a nursery not being there - 
so please try something to stop the 'speed' drivers." 

"Allotments" 

"The appearance of the village shops!!" 

"The village to be maintained in the characteristics of a village ie. no further expansion etc." 

"Access and Doctors surgery" 

"The village life and function" 
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"The churches and public houses  The river" 

"Mix of ages of residents" 

"Travelers site at Redland old premises - does nothing to enhance approach to village. Entrance to Proctors." 

"Amenities/shops/facilities/groups visible from road - community presence." 

"War Memorial Path ways (jettys)" 

"Independent shops" 

"Re: overall balance of population and facilities - the increase in population due to excessive house building over the 
last decade has caused an imbalance between the population and the services for them e.g. schools, doctors, 
highways and maybe foul drainage." 

"The overall feeling of Community" 

"Keeping history if the village. Love the old Barrow" 

"Its diversity of areas, so everywhere does not just look the same." 

"Jerusalem Roundabout" 

"Car parking locations Public Toilets" 

"Holy Trinity Parish Church" 

"Can we still call Barrow a village.  It has become too big, pre-school, nursery, school places not available. Shops (Co-
op & Costcutter) too expensive." 

"Can we still call Barrow a village.  It has become too big, pre-school, nursery, school places not available.  Shops 
(Co-op & Costcutter) too expensive." 

"Desperately need public toilets Keep library open" 

"The King George V Park is in need of modernisation and the young people need a concrete skate park." 

"A village is a small community.  If Barrow upon Soar becomes any bigger it is in danger of becoming a small town." 

"Provision: community Hall" 

"It's history and traditions.  The 'kipper' and its shields. Preserve the granite walls everywhere not just in Conservation 
Area." 

"Small independent shops - not many big names." 

"Most of the characteristics of the village have been destroyed by C.B.C. in there uncontrolled building schemes" 

"The character of the High Street and diversity of shops is important.  We do NOT need any more 'Take Aways'!" 

"Old buildngs Canal etc" 

"The fossils and the pubs" 

"The people ore kind and friendly" 

"High Street with essential shops (chemist, butcher, P.O., greengrocer, papers, grocers)" 

"Approach to the village good, except entrance to Proctors Park is an eyesore eg. damaged lighting and overall 
kerbing needs tidying." 
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"VILLAGE streets" 

"It is essential that Barrow-on-Soar is maintained as a village. At the moment it is degrading into a town.  Not only a 
town but a dormitory town serving Loughborough, Leicester and Nottingham." 

"Parking areas so roads are not so congested." 

"All the above points are what defines our village so are of importance" 

"The roundabout when approaching village up hill" 

"Limit on size of village population" 

"The granite walls which are gradually being demolished to park cars etc with no regard for the historic relevance of 
granite/lime working in Barrow and the local area.  A very great loss if this crosion of historic fabric is not reined in." 

"the continuous building of houeses in the village makes moving around the village stressful in the mornings and 
evenings. There were strong objection to the houses planned for the field off breachfield road but the house building 
firm still managed to get permission even though the village objected." 

"Balance of old and new buildings, not being swamped by large, new build estates." 

"The look of the High Street" 

"The core facilities such as schools, doctors, shops, car parks and traffic management" 

"Lively High Street with Post Office and Library" 

1.b Are there any buildings, structures or sites in and around Barrow upon Soar that you consider to be 
historic, archaeological or of design value, or that represent/ preserve the heritage of the village? 
 

  78.0%  Yes  22.0%  No 
 

If yes please specify: 

"Bishop beveridge, hammer and pincers three crowns all the old village frame knitters cottages, anything to do with 
the village heritage" 

"Parish church, the archaeology trail, the round house jail,  the alms houses,  the jetties on between the steers." 

"THE AREA AROUND MILL LANE" 

"Numerous buildings." 

"Jerusalem, canal area, Millennium Park, The Slabs" 

"Beveridge Street" 

"The Church, The Centre Island at the entrance to the village" 

"Jerusalem island  Soar Bridge  Round House  Alms houses" 

"Old men's hospital Round house Kipper" 

"The church and the signage on South Street/bridge street" 

"Canal and locks, high street and buildings," 

"Hospital opposite church, Those on Beveridge Street" 
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"Railway cottages/ terraces on Sileby road" 

"Most of central barrow inc Beveridge st the war memorial and the older houses directly surrounding this street." 

"The Church. The housing on Beveridge Street" 

"Breveridge street and the whole area surrounding and including the church" 

"The canal frontage and the Mill on Sileby Road." 

"Beverage street , church street, parts of high street, North street" 

"The two old hospitals (mens and womens), the church.  That row of houses on the high street with matching front 
doors.  The Navigation pub.  The bridges and locks." 

"The granite fronted houses/walls make the village individual" 

"The 'roundhouse' in Beveridge Street. The 'Navigation' Bridge over the Canal at the bottom of Mill Lane. The Bridge 
over The River Soar on Bridge Street." 

"No specific buildings but the overall look should represent the village's history" 

"Churches, Round House, Canal locks and pubs, Beveridge Street, roundabout" 

"jerusalam island, public houses," 

"Roundhouse River Bridge on Bridge St Holy Trinity Church Jerusalem Island Industry Square Millennium Park" 

"Roundhouse River bridge on Bridge St Holy Trinity Church Jerusalem Island Industry Square Millennium Park" 

"The houses in the conservation area. The churches. The pubs. The Old men's/ old women's hospitals. The evidence 
of earlier industries: Lime working, frame work knitting The  evidence for the mill" 

"The high street generally, the little bridge entering the village can be frustrating at time but gives the village character, 
the Soar running through with the walking paths along side and the railway." 

"Buildings lining the high street" 

"Round house" 

"Trinity church, the war memorial, the older properties in the village" 

"The older buildings all add to the character and value of the village." 

"Archaeological:- Barrows link to Doomsday Book  Barrow oldest house - Bishop Beveridges House Willow Tree 
Excavations 2006 & Finds   Historic Interest:- William Lee  & Barrow Kipper,  Holy Trinity Parish Church, The Round 
House, Bishop Beveridge House , The Millenium Sundial, Bridge over the Soar, Barrow Deep Lock, The Canal, The 
Old Women's Hospital" 

"church roundhouse navigation inn soar bridge inn" 

"Be drudge bishop house" 

"churches, shops, footpaths and jitties  Hall Orchard School" 

"The churches." 

"Church" 

"House on North Street River Jerusalem Roundabout" 
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"Parish church. Soar bridge, Beveridge St area, Gaol roundhouse," 

"The river and canal areas the churches the old blacksmith's shop the roundabout and Jerusalem area most of the 
pubs and former pubs the older house around Beveridge street, behind High street and the old farmhouses" 

"See the Heritage Trail" 

"Round house All of the conservation area" 

"Don't know" 

"the church/Both of the schools,buildings around beveredge st & the high St" 

"Although I accept that Proctor's Pleasure Park is part of the history of the village, I am saddened by the untidy 
entrance to the park as one enters the village over the bridge. It would not take much to enhance the appearance of 
the access road which is currently an eyesore." 

"church, high street" 

"The roundabout, Holy Trinity church, Barrow Deep Lock, older properties in conservation area (pre 1930)." 

"High street should stay as it is, without further development. Holy Trinity Church." 

"Canal section" 

"Old Houses on Beveridge Street" 

"Beveridge street, area around the church, High street, North street" 

"Buildings within conservation area" 

"Most old buildings within the conservation area" 

"Churches. Fossil trail. Roundabout." 

"The gaol house, churches, Tudor looking houses on Beveridge street, alms house, old school house buildings." 

"The use of granite walling,etc. The old jail and others of like age and character,  The lock cottages and the canal." 

"The canal bridges, locks and tow path area" 

"round house" 

"Roundhouse, High Street, Churches including the old Catholic Church, Humphrey Perkins School, Fossil Trail" 

"A number of buildings along Beveridge street, the churches." 

"A lot of the buildings in the proposed heritage site are of great historic value, those surrounding the Church, 
Beveridge Street, some of the houses near the top of Cotes Road. These are often beautiful buildings but more 
importantly illustrate Barrow's history and the changing architectural styles and uses of buildings in the village over 
many years." 

"The houses on Beveridge Street - The Church and surrounding houses." 

"Village name structure and garden at the central roundabout. The canal, marina Many old traditional houses  and 
cottages in the village Church" 

"The round house" 

"Roundhouse and old village centre, canal and river side High street" 
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"River bank in its entirety from the boat house to Pillings lock Cricket field and allotments Old black Swann inn on the 
round about Silbey rd / main road - hullabaloo hunting lodge Navigation pub Beveridge street Greys court Gentlemans 
home near the school old st Albans church, now residential railway platforms old station car park small green area 
next to proctors park entrance" 

"The churches, the schools, the old school houses near Hall Orchard, the cottages on Beveridge Street" 

"Churches, roundhill" 

"bishop beveridge house" 

"The round house" 

"The Roundhouse, both alms houses and the cottages, houses in Beveridge St and Church St" 

"The Jerusalem island Beveridge Street The two old hospital sites Humphrey Perkins old building The lock up Holy 
Trinity and Church Street cottages Hall Orchard old building" 

"Houses on Beveridge Street, Millenium Park, Churches, Roundhouse, Barrow Kipper, The main street being the 
centre of the village, Everything within walking distance amongst many others." 

"The canal, river and their immediate environs." 

"Tudor house in Beveridge Street." 

"Buildings, for example, in Beveridge St The 'Lock-up' Jerusalem roundabout" 

"Many on Beveridge Street The Hunting Lodge The Navigation Inn" 

"Churches and monuments. Some houses." 

"Jerusalem Island and 'the Kipper' sign; the Roundhouse; the half timbered property at 4a Beveridge street; the Old 
Men's Hospital opposite the Holy Trinity; the church itself and churchyard inc surrounds; Bishop Beveridge House - 
most of Beveridge Street in fact;the Old garage at bottom of Shooting Close lane; the Road Bridge and the Fossil 
Trail." 

"The church, Bishop Beveridge House, other really old houses, the bridge." 

"Area around the church and Beverage Street" 

"Round a bout in centre and there are several listed properties" 

"Holy Trinity Church Old Mens Hospital Old Ladies Hospital The Falstaff Jerusalem Island All of the Old buildings and 
street scene on Beveridge Stree" 

"Bishop Beveridge House. Old Alms houses.The road bridge at Bridge Street." 

"river bridges" 

"Jerusalem Island; All of the pubs/restaurants; Beveridge Street; Old Men's hospital; Parish Church and old rectory 
next to it.   Methodist Church on North Street;  Highfields Farm House and the cottages in Church Street next to it; The 
former Quorn Hunt Kennels on Paudy; House at 82 Melton Road; The Beacon Field; The old buildings of HP school; 
The old buildings of the primary school and the Old Forge next to them.   Lock Keeper's House.  The Slabs (though 
these are in Quorn Parish I think).  New Street and Warner Street and parts of Melton Road near to Industrial Square 
and the War Memorial.  Mill House by the Canal and the cottages next to this house.  Charnwood Mill on Sileby Road.  
South Street - Older houses between Jerusalem Island and the top of Mill Lane." 

"Church, Round House, Women's/men's hospital, Bishop Beveridge House" 
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"I think all the red brick used around the river/canal area, for the Victorian houses down south street/sileby road and in 
the village centre give the village the appealing village feeling. It acknowledges the villages working history whilst also 
giving the village an 'identity' or overall appeal." 

"Most cottages over 100 years old, old trees [help to keep old trees in good condition], open spaces for their own 
sake." 

"jerusalem island" 

"The central feature at the roundabout on entering the village" 

"The older buildings surrounding the high street" 

"round house, alms houses, Beverage Street as a whole, the Church, numerous parts of the village of old all 
contribute to the values of Barrow as a village." 

"Granite garden walls Several Beveridge Street properties, Old Men's and Women's Hospitals, Round House, 
cottages in Church Street next to Highfields Farmhouse and the farmhouse itself, shop on the corner of Beveridge 
Street and Melton Road, Old Rectory, Charnwood Mill, Mill House, 82 Melton Road, Humphrey Perkins School old 
building and the house in Warner Street with the 'keyhole' porch" 

"Near and around the church, there are some very old buildings that give the village a mature feel.  The war memorial 
and small garden." 

"Round House Old 'Drivers' factory main building Men's and Women's 'hospital'" 

"Bishop Beveridge House Alms House Parish Church Roundhouse Humphrey Perkins reception/frontage and library 
buildings" 

"Old building on Beveridge Street Church All pubs" 

"Church and surrounding properties" 

"Buildings of historical interest ie. Beveridge Street, the Old Lock Up, workhouses. All churches All fossil and mining 
artefacts" 

"As newcomers to the village we have only seen the listed buildings and some sites." 

"Beveridge street, almshouses, Strancliffe house, barrowcliffe house," 

"War Memorial Millennium Sundial Parish Church & grounds Bridges at Navigation Inn & Soar Bridge Quorn Hunt 
Kennel site Old Fox Inn (private dwelling) Roundhouse Old Mens hospital Old Womens hospital Barrow Kipper 
Roundabout 4A 22 47 49 51 Beveridge Street Cottages on Cotes Road Old School House, Cotes Road Boundary 
walls on Sileby Road, Melton Rd, Church Street and various other locations" 

"the church,Mrs Middletons house in Beveridge Street, Timbered cottage also in Beveridge Streetand The 
roundhouse" 

"Generally those on Beveridge Street." 

"Any building of architectural merit within the Conservation Area" 

"Beveridge Street and its buildings including Roundhouse, Baptist Church and War Memorial Parish Church Bishop 
Beveridge Club Jerusalem Island" 

"church some houses on beverage st" 

"Roundhouse Beveridge Street" 

"The conservation area, the canal/river" 
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"Some buildings in High Street. But the whole is now spoilt by gaudy signage not in keeping with conservation. PC 
should try to stop this by negotiation with the businesses. Beveridge Street,but should become one way to stop the 
damaging effect of traffic." 

"High Street" 

"Holy trinity church. Old mens and women's hospital. Prison lock up." 

"Houses in Beveridge St; Houses along and near Church Street, Jerusalem roundabout, Round House, churches, 
Quorn Hunt area, lime delphs, the few remains of ancient lime kilns (it was shocking that none were exposed for 
public view in the David Wilson estate along Willow Road etc), remains of old structures associated with river and 
canal" 

"The cornfield on Melton Road, which can be viewed fron various points in the village" 

"Any site outside the village boundary that should not be built upon, Breachfield for example." 

"The Mount, High Street.   The Old Men's hospital, Church St.  Bishop Beveridge House, Beveridge St." 

"Church, old buildings such as Blacksmiths Arms and others along Beveridge Street & High Street, War Memorial, 
Railway bridges." 

"Jerusalem." 

"There are too many buildings to mention of great value - ie church, Beveridge Street, High Street" 

"The slabs Jerusalem" 

"The men's and women's alms-houses on north street/high street Church Street and Beveridge Street area" 

"Holy Trinity Church Methodist Church Baptist Church Bishop Beveridge House Men's and Women's Almshouses 
Smithy, Church Street" 

"Beveridge street, fossil island" 

"Beveridge Street homes" 

"The historic core of the village as represented by the Conservation Area." 

"buildings next to church" 

"Many houses within Barrow have architectural value, from houses on Beveridge Street to Edwardian homes around 
the village.  Some of the areas proposed as possible building sites are currently agricultural land and land which has 
formed part of the village's heritage." 

"Holy Trinity Church Bishop Beveridge House" 

"Mature trees on Cotes Road" 

"The Roundhouse in Beveridge Street." 

"The Roundhouse Jerusalem Roundabout Holy Trinity Church" 

"Beveridge Street South Street The Churches" 

"Our beautiful roundabout as you enter the village" 

"The Roundhouse Parish Church Bishop Beveridge House Old Men's Hospice, Church Street Hopsice, North Street 
Bridges" 
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"The Conservation Area plus old buildings in the rest of the village eg. framework knitters cottages along Melton Road. 
The Grade II monument in The Trinity churchyard is falling into disrepair (The Beaumont monument).  If left 
unrestored it will soon be impossible to read - as many others already are." 

"The former Alms Houses Jerusalem Island" 

"The church/Beveridge Street area of the village." 

"St George's park Surrounding farm land" 

"There used to be but many of these have been granted planning permission for development, for example, Strancliffe 
Hall." 

"Beveridge Street and older parts of the village Holy Trinity Church Millenium Park" 

"Holy Trinity Church" 

"Holy Trinity Church Conservation Area Old Alms House (?) North Street" 

"Beveridge street and church street The frontage of Humphrey Perkins School The churches The island The parks" 

"The Old Jail House, Church Street Tudor House, Beveridge Street The old Village School, Cotes Road Cottages off 
the beaten track C of E Church" 

"1) All churches 2) Older properties giving evidence of some kind of its history in relation to Barrow 3) Houses on 
Beveridge Street. For information-the house called Bishop Blaze (opposite meeting hall) when a pub was kept at one 
time by my Great Great Grandad and Grandmother (Surname: Thorpe)" 

"The Roundhouse The Churches Some of the old houses in Beveridge Street" 

"Prestwold Hall Beaumanor Hall, Woodhouse" 

"Many and varied but I beleive that most are listed already" 

"The Parish Church, the lockup, the fossil trail and the pubs." 

"Strancliffe Hall Humphrey Perkins Grammar School Old Barrow Board School on Cotes Road Johnnie Johnson's 
House The bridge over the river" 

"All buildings built pre 1950. Especially the round house, holy trinity church, the old school house on cotes road." 

"All the fossils" 

"Church's and centre of village, pubs, old schools, canal/river area, bridges over river/canal etc." 

"Round house and the church" 

"The area around the church and beverage street" 

"Churches, Beveridge St, Alms Houses" 

"Church & Beveridge Street" 

"Alms Houses Church & Chapels Roundhouse Jerusalem Roundabout War memorial" 

"The main street and shops" 

"Beveridge Street" 

"The red brick buildings along the High Street and church" 
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"Kennels (Paudy) Breachfield House, Cotes Road 39/41 Northfield, 83 Cotes - access could be made at the side of 
the house to field for building. 60 Cotes caufers cottage for Breachfield" 

"Granite Buildings and walls. Alms houses" 

"Those along Beveridge Street/Church Street." 

"The old lock up attached to the house on Church St. Bishop Beveridge House on Beveridge St (aware these are 
privately owned)properties like these enhance the village for everyone. War memorial, Industry Square.(house on 
corner of Beveridge St and Melton Rd.looks derelict which spoils the look of the area.)  Jerusalem Island, always 
beautifully maintained by Gardening club." 

"Area around the church, cottages and Roundhouse etc." 

"The war shrine The parish church Bishop Beveridge house Strancliffe hall The hunting lodge The Navigation inn 
Various historic buildings along Church Street and Beveridge Street and that area - not sure what they are all called" 

"Church Roundhouse Almshouse Cottages on Beveridge Street The Dinosaur and roundabout" 

"Round house, beveridge street" 

"Various houses on Beveridge Street, the church, parts of Hall Orchard (Victoria Hall), fossil trail, Soar bridge, 
Millennium Park to name but a few." 

"All of Conservation Area in heart of village." 

"Church, lock-up, Navigation pub & canalside area, general buildings within conservation area." 

"Bishop Beveridge House on Beveridge Street The old poor house on Beveridge Street The Church" 

"ALL buildings within the Conservation Area should be preserved as neat as possible to the original." 

"CHURCH/ROUNDHOUSE/NAVIGATION INN/CERTAIN HOUSES IN BEVERIDGE STREET" 

"Holy trinity church" 

"Round House" 

"The parish church and the men's and women's workhouses.  Also the small building opposite the church." 

"buildings built in 19th century" 

"The river bridge and the Jerusalem round about plus conservation area." 

"Parish Church, Bishop Beveridge House specifically but also numerous properties within the conservation area" 

"Older buildings in the conservation area especailly beveridge street" 

"The village centre and the cottages surrounding the immediate locality." 

"Round house and beveridge street in general" 

"Old hospitals, churches, old village houses" 

"The jitties and river frontages." 

"However there are a number of newer buildings/dwellings which are more recent and look awful - if we can get them 
pulled down and something better put in its place...." 

"Earlier properties on Bridge Street The Three Crowns P.H. Most of the original private dwellings on Beveridge Street. 
The Navigation Inn and Bridge. The gate and property opposite church on Church Street and 'lock up'." 
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"Cricket ground, countryside, bridlepaths, footpaths, allotments, green open spaces. This is a rural village and we 
want it to stay that way and not turn into a town where nobody knows each other with more anti-social behaviour." 

"The Barrow Island. Industry Square. The Alms houses at the top of Beverdige Street. The Hunting Lodge." 

"Memorial Square Millennium Park Jerusalem Island" 

"Holy Trinity Church Bishop Bevridge house The Round House The old men's hospital The old ladies hospital" 

"everything old!" 

"Monument roundabout,  Kipper/fossils" 

"a) Bishop Beveridge Birthplace b) Roundabout c) War Memorial d) Navigation Inn e) Church/grounds and garden f) 
Almshouses - m & f g) Blacksmiths Arms and jitty h) Derelict, boarded up old Ellis building near 30mph sign - its a 
stylish building going to waste" 

"Church - Old Fire Station" 

"Hunting Lodge" 

"Church Beveridge House Old Men's Hospital Roundhouse" 

"Gateway to 46 South Street- 2 granite entrance walls and cobbled paving." 

"Roundhouse and Parks all very satisfactory to me." 

"Roundhouse Memorial Village Sign Island - dinosaur bones Allotments" 

"Holy Trinity Church Bishop Beveridge House Bridge over River Soar (towards Quorn) Slabs Meadow Farm Marina 
Navigation Public House" 

"Canal, Hospital" 

"Church buildings/Roundhouse/Older house on Cotes Road and other areas in the village." 

"War memorial/green The two hospital buildings The Roundhouse The former RC church and the other three 
churches Beveridge Street - lost of interesting houses" 

"Church and surrounding buildings" 

"I may be wrong but the Hunting Lodge may be outside of the protected area as shown on the map.  If it is I think it 
should be saved." 

"Old house in Beveridge Street" 

"Redlands old building - Sileby Road" 

"Fossil roundabout" 

"CofE Church War Memorial" 

"Dinosaur on roundabout" 

"The roundabout The Old men's hospital Strancliffe Hall Our last kissing gate" 

"Churches Roundhouse Assembly Rooms Arms House Old Women's Hospital BBC Strancliffe Hall" 

"Oldest houses on Beveridge Street Church on Church Street (Holy Trinity). Building at the end of Thirlmere Road" 

"Holy Trinity Church" 
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"Jerusalem roundabout, Factory Square" 

"Holy Trinity Church and the conservation area plus all other places of worship.   The Hunting Lodge (as a building), 
the canal area." 

"Beveridge Street The Church and some it the older houses spread throughout the village" 

"Listed buildings and pre 1920s" 

"Properties around Church Street and Beveridge Street" 

"Holy Trinity, Methodist and Baptist churches, Jerusalem roundabout and fossil areas." 

"Church roundabout Scouts Hut Schools Jittys" 

"The Churches: Holy Trinity, Methodist Church, Baptist Church and the old Catholic Church on Hollybush Lane. 
Cottages on Church Street The Almshouses on North Street and Church Street Bishop Beveridge House Buildings in 
Beverige Street - workhouse, cottage industry, shops Navigation pub." 

"Roundhouse, Bishop Blaze, much of Beveridge Street, Holy Trinity Church, No.10 Church Street (cottage), High 
Street cottages, North Street cottages, other cottages on both sides of Church Street, the Old Rectory (Church Street), 
Bishop Beveridge House and many others." 

"Bishop Beveridge House, Beveridge Street The old cobbler's shop, Beveridge Street The old infants school, Cotes 
Road The old junior school, Church Street" 

"The Jerusalem Island" 

"The Parish Church of Holy Trinity" 

"Bishop Beveridge House Old Mens Hospital Old Womens Hospital Barrow Kipper Island" 

"Holy Trinity Church, Baptist Church, Methodist Chapel Beveridge House Railway Cottages, Grove Lane 'Falstaff' - by 
main island in Barrow, Bridge Street Roundhouse, Church Street Church Street cottages, adjacent to Garden of 
Remembrance" 

"NHS building - former drivers factory" 

"Certain buildings need modernising but kept in the old style" 

"The old building on North Street and Beveridge Street in particular." 

"Beveridge Street and area round church" 

"The Conservation Area at the heart of the village. Bishop Beveridge House of course!" 

"Churches (in particular Holy Trinity) Placement of fossil plaques/bricks" 

"All places of worship Male lodging building - Church Street, opposite church Female lodging building - North Street 
Site Nott allotment area as identified by CBC." 

"Beveridge Street area" 

"Strancliffe Hall" 

"The bridges, the jail house, Bishop Beveridge House" 

"The Roundhouse near church The B.O.S. Island on High Street" 

"Beveridge House (in Beveridge Street) The Roundhouse The church The chapel" 
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"The Roundhouse Beverdige St - certain dwelling Churches" 

"High st; Barrow Bridge; Barrow deep lock and lockhouse; Industry Square and Beveridge St; Kennels; Humphrey 
Babington Hospitals; Humphrey Perkins School; Old Board School, Cotes Road (now private homes); Old part of Hall 
Orchard Primary School; Navigation Inn and bridge; Canal; 'Jerusalem' Island and 'kipper' village sign." 

"All older buildings/stone work etc - I am not an expert" 

"War Memorial, Beveridge Street, 'Lock-up', High Street, Jerusalem Island, Navigation Inn, Church, Victorian school 
buildings, Almshouses." 

"The fact we are on a river?  The bridge coming in and pubs need to be tidied up!" 

"Holy Trinity Church Cemetery Chapel Roundhouse Almshouses - Church Street Old Ladies Hospital building - North 
Street Beveridge Street - All Church Street - All" 

"Churches, Gaol ie all Beveridge Street and area as appendix A  The Slabs" 

"The old Driver building on Sileby Road. The sites that define Barrow as a village and the network of alleys and 
footpaths within the village and connecting this village to surrounding villages." 

"The Mount, High Street Blacksmiths Arms, North Street Roundhouse, Church Street Beveridge House, Beveridge 
Street Old Men's and Ladies' Hospitals Church" 

"Jerusalem Roundabout or as commonly known Dinosaur Roundabout, properties along Beveridge Street" 

"The Church (Holy Trinity)" 

"The War Memorial area on Melton Road" 

"Much of Beveridge Street, esp. Bishop Beveridge House Parish Church" 

"Area around Beveridge Street/Church Street" 

"The King George V Park The central core buildings of the Conservation Area and possible extra areas. The Slabs. 
The elevated path between Quorn and Barrow. The main building of Drivers factory that was (maybe to be made into 
flats)" 

"Much of Barrow has character which should be preserved.  A good example is the granite wall in front of Strancliffe 
Hall, Cotes Road.  This has been a feature for years and is now crumbling and falling down and thanks to Charnwood 
Planning now has a gaping hole." 

"High Street - all buildings Conservation area - the very nature should mean it is protected in perpetuity Streets of 
terraced houses should be preserved All listed buildings The Cemetery Chapel (locally listed I believe)" 

"The Roundhouse" 

"Much of the Conservation Area and listed buildings plus there are some older buildings around the village that add to 
the character eg the pubs, churches etc (community buildings).  Also the bridges." 

"Church Bishop Beveridge's home Jerusalem Island Beamed cottage on Church Street (Tudor style?)" 

"There are many attractive buildings/houses within the village" 

"Beveridge House Roundhouse The house next to the Chestnuts. The Old Mill. The old house at the end of Melton 
Road (Junction at Babington Road) The old terrace houses" 

"Alms Houses" 

"Roundhouse Beveridge Street" 
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"Holy Trinity Beveridge House" 

"Allotments" 

"Jerusalem roundabout, The round house, Bishop Beverage House, Industry square, parish church," 

"BBeveridge Street properties and Strancliffe Hall/Barrowcliffe Hall Also the old hospital buildings" 

"Dinosaur skeleton.” 

 2. Housing 
 
2.a What type of home do you currently occupy?  

 
 
Property type 

  56.9%  Detached house/ bungalow 
  28.0%  Semi- detached house/ bungalow 
  12.5%  Terrace house/ bungalow 
   2.7%  Flat 
   0.0%  Mobile home 
   0.0%  Sheltered accommodation 
 
 Number of bedrooms 
   2.2%  1 bedroom 
  16.1%  2 bedroom 
  43.0%  3 bedroom 
  29.1%  4 bedroom 
   9.5%  5 or more bedrooms 
 
 Tenure 
  93.5%  Owner occupied 
   0.5%  Shared ownership 
   4.7%  Private rented 
   1.2%  Social rented 
   0.2%  Rent free 
 
2.b Might you, or a member of your household, be looking for another property in the Parish over the 

next 5 years? 
 

  33.3%  Yes  67.2%  No 
 
 If yes, what type of property are you likely to be looking for (tick all that apply) 

 
Property Type 

  69.1%  Detached house/ bungalow 
  33.1%  Semi- detached house/ bungalow 
  21.3%  Terraced house/ bungalow 
   8.8%  Flat 
   0.7%  Mobile home 
 
 Number of bedrooms 
   5.1%  1 bedroom 
  41.3%  2 bedroom 
  36.2%  3 bedroom 
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  20.3%  4 bedroom 
   8.7%  5 or more bedrooms 
 
 Tenure 
  90.4%  Owner occupied 
   5.9%  Shared ownership 
  10.4%  Private rented 
   0.7%  Social rented 
   0.7%  Rent free 
 
2.c Considering local needs and current availability, what type of homes should be prioritised within the 

future development in the Parish? (please note that the Neighbourhood Plan cannot be used to 
prevent future development but can influence the type and location of such development.) 
 
Property 

  40.1%  Detached house 
  64.5%  Semi- detached house/ bungalow 
  40.1%  Terraced house/ bungalow 
  11.6%  Flat 
   0.8%  Mobile home 
 
 Number of bedrooms 
  12.5%  1 bedroom 
  53.2%  2 bedroom 
  64.9%  3 bedroom 
  22.1%  4 bedroom 
   6.4%  5 or more bedrooms     
 
 Tenure 
  81.2%  Owner occupied 
  29.3%  Shared ownership 
  16.9%  Private rental 
  16.9%  Social rented 
   1.9%  Rent free 
 
2.d What priority would you like to see given to the following scales of development within the Parish? 

 
  High Medium Low  
 Individual dwellings on infill sites 

around the village? 
 50.1%   32.2%   18.4%   

 Small groups of dwellings (up to 15) 
on numerous sites around the village 

 26.8%   52.4%   21.3%   

 Large groups of dwellings (more than 
15) spread across two or three sites 
around the village? 

  4.7%   18.1%   78.5%   

 All required dwellings on a single large 
site? 

  2.4%    6.7%   91.4%   

 
2.e Design and layout are important elements of any development. Please identify whether you agree or 

disagree with the following statements: 
 
 

  Agree Disagree  
 Larger developments should provide a 

mix of housing types and tenures 
 76.5%   23.7%   
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 New developments should not 
significantly impact on traffic flow on 
existing residential roads 

 97.0%    3.0%   

 Design and layout should respect and 
reflect the characteristics and 
appearance of the village by 
incorporating locally distinctive 
features 

 95.8%    4.2%   

  
Additional comments 
 

"That’s only if we are forced to have any more housing, Barrow is FULL!!!!!!!!!!" 

"HOUSE DESIGNS SHOULD BE MORE REFLECTIVE OF THE CHARACTER OF THE VILLAGE. PROJECTS 
SHOULD BE EASILY CONTROLLED" 

"This village can not take any more large developments as the infrastructure, especially traffic and road access in and 
out of the village, can not cope as it is." 

"Access to village is already difficult during periods when flooding occurs. This needs to be addressed if more housing 
therefore more traffic flow." 

"Future developments should be kept to a minimum to ensure the village keeps it's character. Perhaps it is already too 
late!" 

"Developers must be forced (planning permissions contingent) to fund additional capacity for doctor's surgery, schools 
etc. where predicted to be required." 

"To keep the nature of the village there should be no large developments.There are numerous villages around Barrow 
where this can take place without significant impact on them." 

"Consideration also needs to be given to the traffic impact on main roads through the village too.  This is an area of 
great concern as the village is quickly becoming a rat run through and carries large numbers of traffic at peak (and not 
so peak!) times which lowers the quality of life in the village." 

"Larger developments should incorporate maintenance or enhancement of level of services and infrastructure 
currently enjoyed by the village" 

"I do not agree that larger developments should be anywhere near Barrow. But i do agree that large developments per 
se should be mixed.  Large developments around Barrow is crazy,  They certainly WILL significantly impact on the 
roads. They are backed up as it is every time there is a flood. Sometimes there is only one escape route to Leicester 
or Loughborough by going miles out of the way.  This village cannot support more development. The people who 
decide to build here will not have to live with the consequences of satifying their short sighted planning quota 
requirements.  The roads can`t handle it; the drains can`t handle it ; the schools and other amenities can`t handle it!" 

"Massively important that flow in and out of the village is really considered as we all know what I nightmare it can 
already be in the winter if we have flooding. I wouldn't like to the loose our small bridge on Bridge Street as away to 
allow more building in the village." 

"GET RID OF THE CARAVAN PARK. IT IS AN EYESORE AND BRINGS THE GENERAL TONE OF THE VILLAGE 
DOWN" 

"consideration should also be given to gp's and school ability to cater for more residents as well as alternative routes 
out of the village due to flooding" 

"Services and facilities should also be taken into account, the doctors surgery and schools are already at full capacity, 
in addition South St backs up from late Autumn until early Spring due to flooding of Slash Lane, High St is congested 
daily during rush hour. Grove Lane junction to South St is dangerous." 
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"I'm sorry, but these questions are a little loaded. I actually think that there should be ZERO development within the 
parish except on land previously used for housing." 

"However, given the layout of roads through the village, I cannot see any development that would not have a 
significant impact on traffic. Wherever new houses are built, their existence is bound to have an effect on traffic flow 
on Coates Road, North Street/High Street and South Street/Jerusalem Roundabout.  I was involved in traffic counts at 
the Melton Road, Grove Lane junctions with South Street and was amazed to observe the volume of traffic at peak 
times. For this reason, development on Site 6 is bottom of my list. Any additional traffic at these junctions would cause 
great congestion." 

"We need to improve the flow of traffic before building new houses, the center of the village is way to busy and cotes 
road is a disaster when the schools finish." 

"Where possible the house types and design should compliment the existing housing stock so that they create a nice 
environment. The new David Wilson scheme has achieved this." 

"I really think Barrow upon Soar will lose it's character if we continue to just expand out... Already the new 
developments off Cotes Road feel distant from amenities..." 

"I disagree that there should be ANY new builds within the village other than the odd one on infill sites. NO NEW 
DEVELOPMENTS" 

"Barrow does not need anymore housing." 

"Avoid overloading drainage and schools" 

"Social housing should be kept separate and on its own unless adequate measures are put in to ensure that 
occupants accept responsibility to keep property tidy and safe." 

"It is very important that village facilities eg. schools, parks, medical practices, parking expand in line with housing 
expansion" 

"Larger developments not significantly impacting on traffic is vital. Traffic in Barrow at certain times of the day is awful. 
I am very uneasy about my children using the village roads on their own when they get older as there is so much 
traffic at times. In addition the problem is exacerbated when Slash Lane is closed by floods, which happens it seems 
on so many occasions, causing terrible traffic congestion in the High Street, South Street and Sileby Road" 

"More family sized homes of at least 3 bedrooms or above - owner occupied rather than rented as rental properties 
are often poorly maintained and detract from the quality of life in the village." 

"Developments should have open, green socialising spaces Local amenities - healthcare and education - should be 
upgraded t accommodate increased population." 

"Cheaper housing should be in the same vicinity grouped if development include them not spread across other 
housing as this impacts on house sales and future of estates.  Condition of planning should be that fruit trees are 
planted for the benefit of the community / children" 

"With increased housing I feel there has been strain put on all the village amenities. The roads and parking are a 
nightmare and social housing ca have a very real negative impact on the lives of people already living there. There is 
parking on pavements etc. as a result of increased vehicles and speeding traffic, motor bikes and cars through the 
village and along Fishpool Way." 

"Have we any choice about increasing further development in Barrow. Many of these questions do not matter if I do 
not want Barrow to increase in size." 

"There is a need for more detached bungalows - 2 bedrooms - for older residents to 'downsize' into. (why is this not an 
option in question 2c?)" 
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"I'm afraid market forces and lack of effective reglulation at present just mean houses with the biggest profit margin 
are built on the cheapest (often least appropriate and greenfield) sites. Environmental, social and traffic issues are too 
often ignored or left to be sorted out by the taxpayer or people other than those making all the profits." 

"Consideration must be given to limitations of facilities. The schools and medical facilities are already stretched.  
Having said that, I would prioritise poorer people starting out in life." 

"The questions at 2b and 2c above are badly worded in that they do not allow a response that specifies bungalows. 
Myself and other seniors often require accommodation on the ground floor in accessible bungalows within Barrow. As 
population becomes proportionately more elderly this should be a high priority. There is no way of indicting this." 

"THERE SHOULD BE NO MORE LARGE DEVELOPMENTS IN THIS VILLAGE. NONE" 

"This survey does not distinguish between houses and bungalows.  Recent housing developments are 
indistinguishable from those in any other community." 

"Any development needs to take account of increases in traffic flow. Many of the new developments already have 
many children next to parks / activity centres and to have increased traffic on residential roads will endanger them.  It 
is noticeable that some of the traffic that comes through the residential areas do so far too fast, so road design should 
incorporate bends and bumps to help eliminate this.  I believe that drainage is potentially a problem too, especially in 
large sites water has to go somewhere, we have already had de-railments on the railway, large sites 1 & 2 would 
potentially increase this risk and therefore flood access paths especially toward the A6 which is already prone to this." 

"More attention to accommodation suitable for older population to downsize would be advantageous ie. smaller 
detached houses or bungalows" 

"Planning and design should be given emphasis,  areas where this has been well it greatly makes the area more 
acceptable." 

"2e appears to be a leading question. Not sure why it is being asked as majority of people will agree with all 3 
statements." 

"There is a great need for bungalows (we have 3 family members all looking for bungalow accommodation ideally in 
the village)" 

"Attempts to enforce 'Local Features' lead to a poor pastiche along the lines preferred by volume house builders. 
Quality of design should be more important." 

"Before any additional building is done the impact on the infrastructure should be considered.  Parking, schools, health 
etc." 

"Too late!" 

"housing should be small scale and keeping them as traditional looking as possible, the jelson houses on Sileby road 
are an eyesore" 

"Re-word the phrase 'Affordable Housing' I like many assumed it meant house at a price that locals could afford to buy 
and hence reamin within the village, I now realise it means housing for housing associations etc very often placing 
unsdesirables and area spoilers into them." 

"Any housing should be kept to a minimum" 

"New developments should be aesthetically pleasing, architecturally sound, energy-saving, water-efficient and built 
with materials of high quality." 

"No more construction of 200+ homes, and their 300+ cars, on average, are needed.  The" 

"With the proposed development by Jelsons and the proposed developments at Strancliffe Hall, Cotes Road and the 
Kennels on Nottingham Road it is suggested that these sites should be seen as fulfilling the need for development in 
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Barrow on Soar for the next 10-15 years. Any further development in this timescale should be on small infill sites so as 
to allow the village to absorb the impact of the larger developments mentioned above." 

"Development by car park exit in High Street needs to be completed" 

"I understand one end of Breachfield Road to Melton Road is to be blocked off to incorporate a link into the 300 house 
estate - this will make Breachfield a cut through/rat run for this estate - this is a DISGRACE! I am not opposed to new 
housing, but I am opposed to changing road layouts like this and creating short cuts out of quiet roads!" 

"Roads in new developments should be wide enough to allow parking - currently visitors have to park on pavements to 
keep roads free for vehicles." 

"3 storey housing would be inappropriate in most areas (particularly if the proposed Jelson development off Melton 
Road goes ahead)." 

"WE DONT NEED NOR WANT MORE HOUSES!!!!!! You need to ask yourselves when does the village become a 
town!!" 

"Any development in the village needs to clearly finance an appropriate level of infrastructure development to support 
this. You can't simply build houses and expect the existing doctors surgery, primary schools to cope with the demand. 
They are not coping with the demand currently, pretty simple to understand really, but still no infrastructure 
development has or is planned to happen." 

"Any further development should be low key - Barrow has had more than its share of large developments.  Further 
large developments will impact on barrow's unique identity." 

"What is the characteristics of the village?  Street lights turned off Road humps No public toilets maybe no Library" 

"Barrow has had enough development and is now in danger of becoming a small town!" 

"Until access roads into the village are upgraded no work should be undertaken.  Infra-structure should be of PRIME 
importance - schools, shops, doctors surgery to name but a few." 

"Think way traffic moves in/out Barrow any and every development will impact negatively on flow.  Terrible at rush 
hour times." 

"Any building of houses should reflect the village ethos and not just be an add-on estate with no heart" 

"The village is already excessively overcrowded and is fast losing it's once familial feel. I would strongly oppose any 
more development within or surrounding the village. We have lived in the village for over 20 years and feel it is no 
longer the place I grew up, as the countless developments are ruining the village feel. It will soon no longer be a 
village and simply be a town with no identity whatsoever-a shell of its former self. Many village residents that were a 
big part of the community are now leaving to seek the atmosphere barrow used to have, but can only be found it 
smaller, more personal, safer villages." 

"Improve design to better reflect the old village housing stock." 

"There should be housing that our young people are able to afford without having to resort to shared ownership. At 
present all new builds require unrealistic salaries, pushing family members out of the village." 

"There is already congestion at times.  This has not stopped additional development without substantial infrastructure 
development." 

"Bit late - stable door?" 

"The High Street and Cotes Road are far too busy already.  Traffic is fast and dangerous along the WHOLE length of 
Cotes Road and the roads are too narrow to deal with the volume of traffic.  Parked cars and the school make it a 
difficult road to drive along." 
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"A by-pass should be created from Cotes Road roundabout to Nottingham Road roundabout on to Fishpool Way to 
Melton Road (Paudy) roundabout through proposed Jelson site to a new roundabout on Sileby Road (Bridge over rail 
line) and Slash Lane raised from flooding. Also increase parking on Barrow High Street (help shops).  This would 
allow people to by-pass Barrow but also slow traffic down in Barrow and increase sales in Barrow. Beveridge Street 
should be made one-way. A roundabout created Cotes Road/High Street/Church Street" 

"A distinction should be made between houses and bungalows. There is a shortage of detached bungalows" 

"New developments shouldn't have any impact on existing flow on existing residential roads. I would expect 
developments to have an impact on the main arterial roads, but not residential roads - used as cut through/rat-runs.   
Encourage sustainable travel; walking/cycling." 

"Affordable properties should be for owner occupiers and not for the buy to let market. With first time buyers being 
given priority." 

"This plan should have been done years ago as we now have too many houses and planning granted for more as it 
can't be refused. The village infrastructure cannot cope with what we have got never mind any more. Does this plan 
take into account the impact of other developments ie. Quorn, Mountsorrel, Rothley? If not it should." 

"Cannot have loads of houses built down cotes road.  Cotes road is already a nightmare for traffic without the impact 
of the Strancliffe development." 

"There should be no more housing development at all in Barrow as the village already has more than its fair share and 
the facilities/infrastructure cannot cope." 

"Need to have availability of school spaces and doctors appointments if expand village further." 

"Larger developments do not fit in with the characteristics of the village and many have already taken place.  Priority 
should be given to those that do not affect surrounding properties or take away green and nature sites within the 
current village boundary.   Part of living in the country is to be able to explore it and the  number of incidents of social 
unrestand dog attacks is reflective of too few places that people can use within the village.  Playgrounds are not 
essential for every housing estate and only lead to problems on an night in the more isolated areas." 

"Effects on traffic movements are important.  If development is to take place rather than say it should not affect traffic 
flow it could be said that improvements should be made in infrastructure." 

"Developers and planners of any site regardless of size should ensure that existing sewers are of sufficient capacity to 
cope with the development before construction commences." 

"The village suffers from too much mixed housing stock of poor exterior architecture.  Larger houses to a high 
standard are needed in areas sympathetic to where they already exist.  Smaller dwellings could be on infill sites 
providing shared ownership opportunities." 

"Consideration to be given on all larger housing developments to density of buildings ie. provision of open spaces and 
enhancement of any footpaths in or around the area (particularly Site 6)." 

"I do not agree about any large developments: The village can't take it." 

"Alms Houses - North Street, Church Street. Thatched cottage - Beveridge Street." 

"Developments need to provide amenities such as local shops, schools, doctors, dentist and not just large 
accommodation that the existing facilities cannot sustain. Green spaces are required to keep the village rural and to 
attract communities with children/dogs. Keep it a rural village for well-being of residents." 

"If these larger developments have an impact on local schools/Doctors surgeries then more money should be put into 
these to improve/enlargen." 

"Impact on traffic flow can be managed by proper use of road design, islands and traffic lights.  Frequency and cost of 
public transport can also mitigate adverse effects; particularly if multiple destinations are available." 
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"No further Large development, keep the village, not make it a town" 

"Dwellings for older residents to include bungalows (single storey) accommodation and smaller properties - two 
bedroomed." 

"Time to call a halt to more dwellings. Doctors etc just can't cope." 

"No more large developments" 

"3 storey 5 bed houses look inappropriate in a  village setting" 

"Speed limit signs need to be bigger.  Tend to speed down from Seagrave on Melton Road into BUS small bridge 
times cars/vans cross over central line" 

"Realistically, the horse has already bolted.  The village is over congested, traffic flows need to be re-thought. Any 
developers, wishing to construct 15+ houses in Barrow should enter a long-term contract, ensuring that there is a 
lump sum provided to improve and extend the village surgery. In addition to this, funds should be provided for 
maintenance of countryside and areas of natural beauty." 

"New builds should incorporate affordable energy saving features.  Design should incorporate modern features." 

"Any new development will undoubtedly have an impact on traffic flow on existing residential roads." 

"The village is of a maximum capacity right now before further development in terms of facilities and amenities." 

"Barrow resident from birth, will be looking to buy a house in near future, want to stay in Barrow but concerned by lack 
of new houses compared to neighbouring villages" 

"Should fit in and look part of the village" 

"services and infrastructure need to be updated/expanded to fit with any new developments." 

"Barrow if it can still be called a village is as large as it should get, road traffic and facilities, like schools and the 
medical centre are already over stretched. We need no more development, there are some villages that have had little 
or no development compared to Barrow !" 

"To suggest that it this possible, in this village, to have large scale housing development with no impact on the 
highways system is ridiculous." 

"We are already suffering from over development in our village with clear absence of new infrastructure in place such 
as new primary school, new GP surgery, improved roads, access etc." 

"Additional new roads to be put in place" 

"Don't need any more houses in the village" 

"Smaller groups or 2 or 3 sites do not need to ALL have to have a mix of property types.  Many folks like a peer group 
round them. Do not want future developments to be insipid watered down mixes that have had their creativity stiffled. 
VERY large developments could have a mix of housing types, and traffic flow would also need to be considered." 

"More traffic/housing may affect busy routes in/out village ie Bridge St plus schools/surgery" 

"The centre of Barrow is completely surrounded by new houses all are 3-4 beds.  Barrow desperatly needs 1/2 beds.  
Rents on homes are too high for some people.  My daughter came to live in Barrow 8 yrs ago for family support.  She 
has now had to go to Shepshed.  As a single parent this means she will have to pay for child-care as there is no-one 
to help her. This makes working even more difficult.  Barrow needs more 2 bed properties for younger people to start 
out." 

"Larger new developments should be forced to provide new health, education, leisure and retail facilities - rather than 
over-burdening our weakened, existing facilities." 
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"As far as we are concerned, there are more than enough houses in and around the village already.  Let Woodhouse, 
Woodhouse Eaves etc have a large estate for a change!" 

"All builders should note that while older people require smaller homes there should be FEWER rooms not MIDGET 
SIZED rooms." 

"All new houses should consist of large numbers of starter homes to accommodate young and first time buyers.  If this 
is not forthcoming then planning permission SHOULD NOT be granted." 

"No large developments. Keep it a village." 

"I think the local library should not be closed down, we need it and so do our children." 

"Pressure on local amenities (GP, schools etc) is already very high.  New developments SHOULD contribute more 
significantly to their improvement. Traffic flow is already very high exiting/entering the village at peak times.  Where 
would more traffic go? - especially when Slash Lane/Cossington exits are flooded?" 

"Social housing on new estates doesn't work and is unfair. Look at all the problems @ Grange Meadow? We had to 
stay in our homes whilst people were being burgled!!" 

"Facilities should improve in accordance with development" 

"We believe the village needs smaller/cheaper houses to enable young people to be able to stay in the village and the 
older generation to be able to move from family sized houses to somewhere smaller releasing these houses for 
families instead of building more expensive 4-5 bedroomed houses.  Strancliffe should have been an ideal place for 
this as a retirement community." 

"Barrow is a dormitory town.  Any further development will increase use of streets and roads within village and for 
vehicles getting in and out of village at peak times." 

"With all the developments so far in 'progress' & being small, the village is not benefitting at all, but still have to cope 
with the corresponding influx of largish numbers of people - there needs to be some sort of regulation to cover that, so 
villages can get benefits to improve the facilities to be able to cope and attention to car parking and traffic flow. We 
also need to ensure what is planned and agreed on is built as opposed to extra larger dwellings and the smaller 
affordable starter homes that were planned ARE actually built." 

"We have had so many new housing developments the time has come to stop. No doctors appointments, schools are 
full and the traffic volume is high" 

"We are completely opposed to ANY FURTHER development in the village.  There are numerous developments 
ALREADY in the pipeline, surely more cannot be squeezed in. We are in danger of becoming a 'town'. We have had 
our fair share of development, it would be disappointing to develop further." 

"The village is big enough as it is with growing traffic problems" 

"What is the use of question 3 above? Barrow Design Statement has been completely ignored by all the builders who 
have developed our village in the last 10 - 20 yrs." 

"New development has impacted and will continue to impact on traffic flow throughout the village having been 
overdeveloped in recent years and more housing approved. Someone somewhere has to take the time to see the 
bigger picture. It is not just development in the village which impacts but that in surrounding villages and beyond" 

"No space above in 2b to indicate bungalow is needed." 

"There isn't really any capacity for Barrow to support/sustain much more new housing.  The roads and traffic flow are 
a particular concern." 

"Maintaining signage around the village" 
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"New developments must take into account the infrastructure of the village. Schools' ability to take more pupils. 
GP/Health Centre." 

"We don't need anymore developments" 

"there are too many recent developments where the design and architecture bears no resemblance to characteristics 
of the village. Any new development however small must be made to be sympathetic" 

 3. Potential Sites for Development 
 
3.a Bearing in mind the need for the Parish to accept some future housing development, some sites 

have already been identified in Charnwood Borough Council's Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessment (SHLAA) as potential sites for housing development in the Parish (shown on map of 
paper version or at www.ruralcc.org.uk/barrow).  
 
We would like your views on which of those sites you consider the most appropriate/ inappropriate 
for future housing development. 
 
                                                                                                 

  Most 
Appropria

te 1  
2 3 4 5 6 7 Least 

Appropria
te 8 

 

 

 Site 1- Land off Cotes Rd (PSH177)  17.8%    5.0%   10.5%    8.7%    6.0%    7.9%    6.3%   37.8%   
 Site 2- Land off Cotes Rd (PSH280)  15.3%    7.7%   10.1%   10.1%    5.8%   10.1%    9.3%   31.7%   
 Site 3- Land off Cotes Rd (PSH283)  19.5%    9.2%   16.5%   15.4%    7.8%    6.2%    3.8%   22.2%   
 Site 4- Land off Nottm Rd (PSH282)   7.3%    4.3%    9.2%   14.0%   11.1%    7.8%    8.9%   38.3%   
 Site 5- Land off Fishpool Way 

(PSH22) 
 21.0%   10.0%   11.3%   12.9%    9.7%    6.7%    7.8%   21.3%   

 Site 6- Land off Melton Rd (PSH242)   7.6%    7.3%    7.9%   11.4%   11.4%    6.2%    8.7%   40.4%   
 Site 7- Land off Sileby Rd (PSH18)  23.0%   16.3%    8.9%   11.4%    7.9%    4.3%    6.0%   22.8%   
 Site 8- Meadow Farm Marina, Huston 

Lane (PSH281) 
 19.8%   12.9%    9.4%   11.8%    6.2%    8.6%    7.0%   24.7%   

  
 
Are there any other sites, other than those identified above, that you consider appropriate for future 
housing development? 
 

"PROCTORS PARK" 

"None, we already have too many new housing estates in Barrow upon Soar." 

"No, but definitely NOT useful village facilities being built on (like car parks) as has happened recently to the detriment 
of the village." 

"woodthorpe. Walton on the Wolds, Seagrave." 

"No, the village is being destroyed by development." 

"The former Ellis (?) site towards Sileby." 

"Site 1 and 2 could provide an opportunity to provide another vehicular access if a bridge crossing the railway and 
river could be secured however this would involve third party land to the south so may not be possible." 

"NONE, I don't consider any to be appropriate. The village infrastructure cannot deal with more residents" 

"Strancliffe Hall area could be developed as sheltered housing / retirement complex / bungalows. Environmental 
corridor should be maintained between this land and adjacent housing. Need to provide somewhere in the village for 
elderly people to move to when they need extra help so they don't have to Move away from the village and friends 
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they know. This will also release larger properties to encourage new families to move to the village. Recycling housing 
stock reduces the need to build more large properties and so expanding the village boundaries." 

"Building in and around Quorn Hunt kennels - could provide homes with minimal impact" 

"Corner at island near Orchard Kennels" 

"Site 4 is the Nottingham Road allotments. It would be ridiculous to consider building housing here. Site 8 already has 
caravans. What good would building houses here do? Site 7 is existing businesses. We need to keep these 
businesses. Site 6 would only be appropriate if Jelson do take up their approved Melton Road permission." 

"Expanding towards Loughborough on the Cotes Road or off Nottingham Road seem most sensible traffic wise. 
Expansion this way means plenty of room without joining up settlements, keeping Barrow as a seperate village entity." 

"NO - THE VILLAGE IS FULL." 

"This village lacks the infrastructure to accommodate any more housing" 

"Walton on the Wolds has large areas which should be developed before Barrow Upon Soar." 

"not familiar with the area enough to recommend.   But brown sites should be used - not using green land all the time 
just to  please the builders!" 

"Loughborough - Leicester" 

"Derelict building opposite works on Sileby Road - refer to map 'App B'" 

"Barrow has had more than its fair chance of developments and should not have any further medium/large 
developents. Even the planners agree this but are helpless to stem the surge to land grab." 

"Where is box 9 and 10 as per the questions detail. only goes up to 8!" 

"None - village has enough housing and not enough services to cope with them" 

"The site of the derelict works on Sileby end of Sileby Road" 

"Copy of map unreadable, therefore my answers are guessed." 

"The Village cant take any more large housing developments - wont be a village anymore.........roads and services 
cant cope" 

"Land at PSH18 Sileby Road needs to be reserved for a Community Hall" 

"Any land used should not extend the village envelope in such a way as to make it clearly a marker for future infills." 

"The above boxes have been ticked with no knowledge of how big the individual developments are likely to be 
ie.number of houses and what type. Site 6 (off Melton Road) doesn't look big enough for the Jelson proposal or is 
there another proposed development in the offing?" 

"WE DONT NEED NOR WANT MORE HOUSES!!!!!! You need to ask yourselves when does the village become a 
town!!  You don't build new schools and doctors do you!!!  You are impacting each residents quality of life!!  Places 
like burton and seagrave don't have any future requirement to build under SHLAA so ask yourself why?  Is that 
because our parish council are far too weak? You also don't even think about the roads let alone doctors and schools 
do you not think its disgusting that you can't get a child into the primary school already even though they may live 10 
minutes walk away or the fact you can't get a doctors appointment for love nor money, stop thinking about  lining 
peoples pockets with profit and start thinking about the existing residents before the village is completely ruined!!!!" 

"Certainly NOT" 

"Unless roads are upgraded NO FUTURE DEVELOPMENT should take place.  This work should be a PRIORITY." 
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"Yes, Walton on the wolds, cotes, seagrave, burton on the wolds have a had little development in comparison to 
barrow upon soar." 

"The map doesn't show the land identified on Cotes Rd (Strancliffe Hall site - 70 houses) and the land adjacent to site 
6 (Melton Rd - 350 houses) is there to be even more housing?" 

"I have great concerns about building medium or large developments well away from the centre of the village in open 
ground such as sites 1 and 2. The distance means that either the residents will not use the village or always use their 
car increasing the congestion.  We should be creating the developments that do not depend on the use of the car for 
all journeys.  In the near future people will wonder what madness kept councils approving developments dependent 
on the car when the problems of climate change and congestion were already apparent," 

"None, as Barrow I feel has had it's full share of development in the last 37 years, I have lived in the village." 

"Co-op and surgery car parks" 

"North of Willow Road/Stone Drive.   Proctors Caravan Park." 

"Land behind Driver's old factory on Sileby Rd. At present has derelict building on it.If not for housing then car park 
facility. Ellis' old office building on Sileby Rd. has been unoccupied for many years, again almost derelict and not in 
use. Suggest waste land next to upholsterer's shop on High St. could be used to increase parking facility." 

"No. There are other villages within Charnwood which have few or no facilities, but plenty of surrounding land e.g. 
Hoton, Walton, Seagrave etc. Why not make these larger communities, with better facilities, instead of continually 
planning to increase the size of Barrow." 

"Anywhere that allows car owners/traffic to find an alternative rout through than through Barrow!" 

"I can't separate the top 2 and bottom 2.  Site 4 simply isn't attended to the village and looks a nonsense." 

"The land either side of the Slash Lane/Sileby Road Junction." 

"Land on Sileby Road where Redland/John Ellis offices are derelict, suitable for new office development." 

"Ellis's/Lafarge building and land (derelict) on Sileby Road." 

"Proctors Park! Quorn? Sielby?" 

"What about land off Melton Road/Breachfield? Village too small, cannot cope with traffic and becomes dangerous. 
High Street should be 20mph." 

"Have we, as a VILLAGE not already have enough developments.  Other village should come first as we will no longer 
be a VILLAGE." 

"3 already being built! Build in preferred no eyesores on approaching road Melton Road is out of sight!" 

"Due to the current infrastructure of this village any future plan for housing development is INAPPROPRIATE" 

"Meadow Farm Marina" 

"Keep new development from the village. Sileby Road has enough to cope with along with the centre of the village. 
P.S. please put in parking for Sileby Road residents to stop the blocking of the traffic where the terraced houses are. 
URGENT" 

"If we would have wanted to live in a large town we would have moved! Have we had any option! as to all the 
housing!!" 

"NO - the roads cannot cope with the amount of housing we currently.  No more new housing estates!" 

"I don't see any of these sites suitable for building.  Barrow pharmacy/doctors/schools already overwhelmed." 
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"overcrowded now. Doctors, schools, roads cannot cope" 

"Wymeswold aerodrome!" 

"I do not consider any of the sites appropriate or any other sites in the village. We have had enough of all the building 
which has ruined our lovely village." 

"No, far too many developments already in Barrow, causing problems with amount of people getting in and out of 
village, schools, doctors." 

"Land @ bottom of Brook Lane Old garages site off Babington Road" 

"Land off Sileby Road - use for village hall!?" 

"No more big housing developments they are not needed" 

"DEFINITELY NOT!" 

"Land at the bottom of Brook Lane Land off Babington Road rear of Breadcroft Lane (owned by CBC)" 

"Avoid large developments especially those which expand the boundary of the village." 

 4. Green Space and Leisure 
 
4.a Which publically accessible green spaces in and around the village do you value? 

 
 

  77.5%  The Millennium Park and picnic area  71.4%  King George V Park 
  93.9%  The canal and river corridor  65.1%  Mill Lane Park 
  78.0%  The Slabs  58.8%  Willow Road Parks 
  44.1%  Melton Road/ Branston Avenue amenity area 

including footpath through to Brook Lane 
 30.8%  The Culverts 

  48.7%  Pigs Close to Mill Lane Park  90.3%  Public footpaths, bridleways and jitties 
  

 
 
Other- please identify: 
 

"Village green/war memorial Jerusalem garden" 

"Mud Alley - Strancliffe bridle path from Cotes Road to Nottingham Road" 

"Fields off Melton road, flood meadows of the soar valley" 

"The War memorial in Industry Square and the space in front." 

"The space near to the Orchard Kennels and the ancient bridle path behind the kennels." 

"All recreational spaces should be preserved.  New ones should be developed as part of new housing estates." 

"We also value the green fields off Melton Road that are included in development site 6. We use these areas for 
walking, tree climbing, finding wildlife and plants, blackberrying etc. We often go up in the summer to try and catch 
(and release) butterflies and dragonflies." 

"Green spaces are critical to the well-being of the village and should have more fruit trees" 

"Public footpaths to neighbouring villages." 

"Pallet Alley, One Man Bridge and path across the fields to Leicester Road in Quorn" 
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"War memorial/Industry Square area" 

"Area at the bottom of Brook Lane once occupied by the children's play area. RHS Corner of Breachfield Road and 
Melton Road around Fishpool Brook" 

"Cotes Road footpath to Boat House/Slabs" 

"I have not seen the other areas yet." 

"Land around Fishpool brook at the end of Branston Ave POS between Mallard Road and Branston Ave" 

"All open areas both sides of Willow Road." 

"Allotments off Nottingham Raod" 

"As a dog walker I use the fields near the river and the cornfield off melton road on a regular basis" 

"The footpaths across Breachfield, and when re-opened the footpatch over the railway line giving access to Sileby 
Road." 

"Don't know some of the above." 

"The Cricket Ground Allotments" 

"Don't know where the Culverts are!" 

"Beacon Fields public footpath Riverside walks to Pillings Lock and Marina" 

"Walks and park spaces are a great aspect of Barrow BUT too many dog walkers allow fouling preventing enjoyment 
of ALL people, especially toddlers running about freely" 

"conservation area off Melton Road fielda and bridle walks across fields off Breachfield  Road through to Barrow Rail 
Head ( Br Gypsum) Fields and footpaths opposite H  P school off Cotes Road Strancliffe Lane & all footpaths either 
side of Strancliffe Hall grounds" 

"The beacon field and footpath through here along the river." 

"The 'jitties' around the village.Industry Square." 

"Any green space that can be used for people to get outside and excercise but is properly protected against vandalism 
and issues" 

"Nottingham Road, upper." 

"Why has Millennium Park become un-dog friendly with dogs required on leads.  There are no child facilities so no 
issue with children and was regularly used by responsible dog owners but it is now not attractive.  Dogs need to be off 
leads to socialise/exercise.  If one dog owners has been irresponsible deal with them do not punish the masses." 

"Include green spaces within housing estates. Enclose to protect car parking with decorative bollards" 

"Beautiful village - satisfied with what there is." 

"Picnic area would be better used as a village orchard." 

"All grounds around Humphrey Perkins High School. All of the fields beyond the Beacon field and fields along and 
around Cotes Road.  In my opinion, this is the area of the most outstanding beauty." 

"Any present green areas" 

"Fields, footpaths off Melton Road/Breachfield Road" 
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"The Melton Road/Branston Avenue area is not an amenity site.  This is a 'balancing reservoir' for when the brook 
floods." 

"Crossing of railway currently under discussion off Sileby Road." 

"The conservation area off Melton Road/Paudy Lane/Fishpool Way roundabout." 

"Allotment site in Nottingham Road" 

"The allotments on North Rd, not only for the hard working allotment people but also the many people that walk their 
dogs and enjoy a chat with the friendly allotment community in the village." 

"All are needed and valued" 

"Surrounding countryside/farms/fields Poppy field off Melton Road" 

"Walk from Melton to Railway line/Breachfield" 

"Allotments" 

"Don't really know the others." 

4.b Are there any other open spaces that you consider need to be preserved/ protected? 
 

"All the farm land" 

"Presumably small grassed areas in existing residential areas are protected where building would have a seriously 
detrimental affect on surrounding residential properties." 

"Too late for that the most talked about open space was the land at the bottom of Melton Road which now has 
planning permission, a true beauty spot and dog walkers paradise lost forever, but other than that let us keep the rest 
of the outlying fields on Cotes Road and Melton Road" 

"The village centre" 

"Fields off Melton road, flood meadows of the soar valley" 

"The skyline in all directions from Barrow" 

"Green space on the other side of willow road" 

"Fields around the slabs and opposite along the Barrow Rd" 

"The allotments  the cricket ground areas" 

"bridle path from willow road" 

"Barrow Town CC and the school fields" 

"The fields opposite Willow Road" 

"Area to LHS of Seagrave Nurseries on Melton Road." 

"Cricket ground and allotments off Nottingham road / Fishpool" 

"All the green and public spaces within Barrow need to be preserved.  We have already lost the open space off Melton 
Road, a beautiful walk and view." 

"All current recreational spaces and allotments" 
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"Barrow Football club to ensure this doesn't become housing. The playing fields at Hall Orchard and Humphrey 
Perkins. Existing car parks" 

"Barrow is so over-built that we cannot afford to lose any open spaces." 

"The riverside between the barrow bridge and pillings lock" 

"Barrow football ground" 

"The areas around what is known as The Poppy Fields." 

"I do not  live near Willow Park but I take my granddaughters there sometimes. Presently it is open space which I 
would hope remains that way ion the future." 

"Holy Trinity churchyard and surrounds" 

"Cricket Club; Nottingham Road Allotments; Junction of Melton Road and Breachfield Road;  Fields by River opposite 
bank to The Boat House" 

"The fields surrounding the village, separating us from neighbouring villages or businesses" 

"ALL FIELDS AND COUNTRY ROADS ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE VILLAGE." 

"Jerusalem Island. The area at the entrance to Proctors Park beside Barrow Bridge" 

"The land labelled 'Site 6' above." 

"Unknown as yet" 

"All open spaces need protecting. As barrow suffers from frequent road flooding during the 'wet' season, the green 
space goes some way to absorbing the rain run-off." 

"Corner of Fishpool Way and Melton Road, which appears to be in the process of being taken by the house owner 
adjoining." 

"All Available" 

"Farmland between Melton Road and railway, especially the areas with public footpath to Seagrave" 

"All open areas both sides of Willow Road" 

"All" 

"Land associated with Humphrey Perkins including Beacon Field" 

"I believe both these area's should be protected" 

"As above." 

"Green wedge adjacent to Fishpool Way and Willow Road" 

"Industry Square (Village Green)" 

"School playing fields No further encroachment onto agricultural land surrounding the village." 

"Millennium Park Canal/river corridor" 

"Any space that is currently used should be preserved particularly if financially viable." 

"All school fields" 
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"Cricket Ground Allotments" 

"Are there any more?" 

"School Fields" 

"The land at the bottom of proposed building off Cotes Road - Owls (Little and Tawny), Reed Buntings, Warblers, Tree 
Sparrows, Partridge, even Peacock. Otters" 

"All existing boundaries of the village ie. Willow Road and Fishpool Way - Cotes Road." 

"All greenbelt sites  Brown field sites should be used as far as possible before prime land. Spaces that facilitate some 
of Barrow's VIEWS OUT should be protected." 

"Approach to Barrow from Quorn- fields on left as approach river bridge Approach to Barrow from Seagrave/Melton 
Road - fields and farms Approach to Barrow from Cotes - fields and farms" 

"Beacon field. (HP School)" 

"We think that it's important to keep some green spaces within the village to preserve wildlife." 

"The countryside surrounding Barrow so that it still looks like a semi rural village rather than the urban sprawl it could 
become if development continues along Cotes Road" 

"All of them in and around the village." 

"Farm land around the village across from Willow Road and Cotes Road" 

"Grass verges are being ruined. 1) Melton Road 2) Nottingham Road between Babington and Fishpool 3) Especially 
outside the bungalow opposite Lime Kiln pub/Lime Tree Nursery-why not alter road near to bungalows to create tree 
line centre island - not parking lot." 

"area adjacent bridge street canal bridge" 

"The Sileby Road crossing of the Midland Mainline should be reopened or replaced with a footbridge. Important route 
around the village. Network Rail cannot bully the closure upon the village; they put a new bridge in south of 
Loughborough Junction." 

"Cricket ground, football ground. Field opposite The Boat Inn should be adopted as a car park for general village use." 

"Conservation area opposite Millennium Park and surrounding fields" 

"Land around Cotes and Cotes Road Land on Melton Road going towards Melton and Nottingham Road" 

"Fields running by river" 

"Fields along river Soar." 

"Bridle ways around the village." 

"Countryside on Notts Road/Melton Road" 

"The Humphrey Perkins school grounds playing fields. Paudy Lanes fields should be preserved too. (I have lots of 
childhood memories)" 

"The Flood plain from Barrow to the A6" 

"Where to put this? so:- why can't we protect housing estates green spaces from being used as CAR PARKS?  
Protect with attractive bollards." 

"Just leave it as it is. Canal walk-path is also lovely." 
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"Allotments. Small garden areas - North Street and 3 Crowns - Memorial" 

"Cricket field, grass land off Fishpol Way near to Willow Road roundabout." 

"ALL" 

"Cemetery. Public footpaths and bridleways into the countryside." 

"Nottingham Road allotments" 

"Play area - halfway down Avon Road" 

"ALL" 

"All green spaces are necessary for play areas for children, not housing!" 

"All green spaces separating B-O-S from surrounding villages." 

"Yes - all should be preserved and protected for our children and grandchildren's future." 

"Proctors Park" 

"Cricket Club and field" 

"Surrounding countryside fields/farms" 

"Allotments" 

"Site 5 - if opened up as open green space for play etc." 

"The public space in front of houses 2,4,6,8 on Nursery Grove." 

"School playing fields opposite school Cotes Rd" 

"War memorial area off Melton Road" 

"The canal bank to Pilings Lock, Loughborough. The view from Willow Rd, Cotes Rd island is wonderful and should be 
preserved." 

"Allotments" 

"Strancliffe Hall grounds (what is left of them)" 

"The church yard area. Small areas behind public building" 

"the Beacon field" 

4.c What do you use the green spaces in and around the village for? 
 
 

  77.7%  Keeping fit (eg. walking, running, etc)  81.1%  Enjoying the view 
  25.9%  Cycling  22.3%  Picnics 
  49.2%  Playing (or taking children to play)  63.9%  Relaxing 
  32.0%  Dog walking  41.6%  Nature (eg. bird watching, etc) 
   5.3%  Fishing   3.4%  Never use 
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 Other- please identify: 
 

"Allotment" 

"I moved to Barrow for the green spaces and would move away if they were destroyed by devellopment" 

"Taking visitors to show them the delights of the village, green and spacious with lovely views over the forest." 

"Photography (Millennium Park)" 

"The footpath off Melton Road island with Fishpool way" 

"Most of the above at different times of the year.  I value the recreational spaces for neighbour.  It means there is no 
necessity to play in the streets which are unsafe due to so many cars." 

"Foraging for fruit and berries locally for local preserves :-)" 

"The nature of he area is a very great plus for Barrow. There is a rich diversity of plant life as well as badgers, foxes, 
bats and many bird species. The green spaces are massively important so that future generations can enjoy our 
natural heritage as we have rather than living in a town." 

"Canal and River boat trips Short-cuts while walking within the village" 

"Allotment" 

"Outdoor leisure painting Avoiding traffic noise/fumes/people" 

"Riding from local farms" 

"I cannot walk very far" 

"have not had the time up to the present to explore other avenues but would like to." 

"Providing green space within a semi-urban environment ie landscape" 

"Showing visitors around the village" 

"De-stressing from city life" 

"I like looking OUT of Barrow to Bradgate, Loughborough, Seagrave etc Wonderful viewpoints." 

"Horse riding. Cotes Road is becoming very busy and dangerous but it is the only access to Prestwold Estate." 

"What happened to Waterways comment that when the flood barrier was put up the footpath from Barrow would be 
improved by RE-LAYING cobble stone path along canal yet they have allowed an unkept site under railway arches??" 

"Generally just being outside. Limited outside space with property." 

"Walking to school" 

"Cricket ground" 

"Green spaces are required to create open space for communities to relax in to support well-being of communities." 

"Using the outdoor spaces for local group ie. Brownies for activities, much needed in the warmer months." 

"Multiple dog walkers, often with multiple dogs, many roaming free, fighting and often menacing other users by 
'bounding' up to them are a considerable problem on the KGV field, particularly at the weekends and Bank Holidays.  
There are many instances of concern for personal safety and/or that of children on this field at such times.  There is 
much evidence of the dogs visits.  More 'dog mess' bins needed around the field." 
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"Allotments used for gardening." 

"Taking the pre-school children to" 

"Play area Millennium Park" 

"Wild flower pressing" 

"Pleasure." 

"Paddling (canal/river) Foraging - blackberry picking etc" 

"All green spaces should be preserved and NOT built on." 

"Meeting/talking to friends and we need more trees/open spaces to help with environmental issues" 

"Getting from A - B" 

"Family and friends also come from surrounding villages to enjoy walks around Barrow" 

"Horse riding Boating" 

"Peace and quiet, short cuts away from traffic." 

"To get from A to B, on foot" 

If you never use the green spaces, why is that: 

"No time - Too Many Commitments away from Barrow" 

"time constraints- moving into new home - but would like to. sick husband." 

"This village has been destroyed by council and planning authority who would struggle to combine all brain-power and 
form half-wit" 

"Disabled" 

"O.A.P.!"  

"Physical immobility." 

"Health reasons." 

"I do but many young mothers/dads I've met on walks - they won't let children run about due to the huge amount of 
dog fouling." 

"Owing to a housebound husband" 

"Dog dirt - always been a problem in Barrow.  I think there are 2 and a half dogs per family." 

"Some of the paths are not maintained (back of Fishpool Way estate) - shrubs overgrown, brambles - difficult to walk 
through without getting caught." 

"Too many green spaces for children with play facilities and not enough for dog owners." 

"INACCESSIBLE!" 

"Too far from our house" 

"It would not be possible to use our Green Spaces if we did not have car.  Too far to walk." 
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"Dog walking - at our stage of life this is really the only time we use green spaces but over the year our family has 
used the green spaces for all the above" 

"We have other spaces around us that we use or we venture out of the village." 

"I haven't found them all yet" 

4.d What priority do you think should be given to the following in and around the village: 
 

  High Medium Low  
 Creation of more green spaces  53.1%   37.9%    9.2%   
 Creation of more children's play 

grounds 
 20.8%   47.7%   31.7%   

 Creation of more off- road walking, 
running and cycling facilities? 

 49.0%   37.9%   13.1%   

 Creation of more wildlife habitat 
areas? 

 49.5%   41.6%    8.9%   

 Protection of existing wildlife habitat 
areas? 

 81.0%   16.5%    2.8%   

 
 5. Traffic, Transport and Access 
 
5.a What forms of transport do members of your household mainly use for the following activities: 

 
  Car/ Van Motorcycl

e 
Cycle Bus Taxi Train Walk Wheelch

air  
 Work within Barrow  33.3%    0.0%   11.4%    2.6%    1.8%    0.9%   80.7%    0.0%   
 Work outside of Barrow  93.3%    1.2%    6.7%   11.5%    0.8%   17.4%    3.6%    0.0%   
 Shopping within Barrow  38.5%    0.5%    7.6%    2.8%    0.0%    0.0%   83.5%    2.5%   
 Shopping outside of Barrow  92.2%    0.8%    4.0%   28.9%    1.5%   14.1%    3.8%    1.3%   
 School, nursery, playgroup within 

Barrow 
 27.7%    0.0%    3.6%    2.4%    0.0%    0.0%   86.7%    0.0%   

 School, nursery, playgroup outside of 
Barrow 

 75.4%    0.0%    4.6%    4.6%    0.0%    1.5%   29.2%    0.0%   

 Leisure facilities/ activities within 
Barrow 

 26.2%    0.0%    9.8%    3.6%    0.0%    0.3%   85.9%    2.0%   

 Leisure facilities/ activities outside of 
Barrow 

 91.2%    1.2%   10.9%   20.0%    1.8%   10.9%    7.9%    0.6%   

 Other facilities within Barrow (eg. 
health centre) 

 43.2%    0.3%    6.0%    1.6%    0.0%    0.3%   81.3%    2.4%   

 
5.b How many cars/ vans does your household own/ use? 

 
 

   4.9%  None  44.3%  One  42.3%  Two   6.1%  Three   2.4%  More than 
three 

 
5.c The Neighbourhood Plan might be used to encourage improvements in relation to transport and 

access issues. Please identify whether you agree or disagree that it should try to address the 
following issues: 

  Agree Disagree  
 New bus routes to more population 

centres 
 65.8%   34.2%   

 New bus stops/ routes to serve new 
developments within Barrow 

 70.1%   29.9%   

 Bus links to railway stations  68.2%   31.8%   
 Increased frequency of buses  54.8%   45.2%   
 More off road cycle ways  71.8%   28.2%   
 More designated cycle lanes on roads 

in and around Barrow 
 61.0%   39.0%   

 More locations to park and lock up 
cycles 

 70.9%   29.1%   
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 Improved street lighting on cycle 
routes 

 67.6%   32.4%   

 Preservation of public rights of way 
and access to the countryside 

 99.5%    0.5%   

  
What would encourage you to use public transport more? 
 

"Nothing, I am a car user and will always be so." 

"COMPETITIVE FARES AND TIMETABLES" 

"Frequency" 

"Higher frequency of buses" 

"Nothing, I only use my car to shop in nearby towns etc and could not carry it on a bus so have no use for one," 

"Cheaper bus fares to Loughborough." 

"I'd like to bike to the village shops but where is there - in view of the public - where I can lock my bike up safely?" 

"More frequency of trains please." 

"Railway station with proper access like there used to be at the old station site. Later evening train stop at barrow 
returning from leicester" 

"If a bus went from Barrow to the University side of Loughborough i.e. Epinal Way" 

"Cleaner facilities on both trains and buses." 

"cheaper, more frequent, more destinations, Sunday service on the trains" 

"This household already freauently uses the local bus & train service" 

"More frequent train times.  Train service on a Sunday The bus stops are in the wrong place (eg North street near the 
mini roundabout - why isn't that near the library instead?).  This was meant to be changed when they installed the 
roundabout but it was never done." 

"Because my husband now has great difficulty in walking it has become too difficult to use public transport. When he 
could walk easily we both used public transport regularly and got rid of our second car." 

"Price and convenience in that order." 

"It would be great if there was a safer way to ride to cossington to link us with the Sustrane route 6 into Leicester 
which is all off road through watermead. It would also be good if the canal path into Loughborough was slightly better, 
especially at the Barrow end - it needn't be totally manicured but some of it isn't even rideable." 

"Lowering of the price and making public transport cleaner and more pleasant to use." 

"more bus stops more frequent train routes to and from leicester later trains from Leicester/nottingham" 

"Cheaper fares between the villages. It's expensive to travel from Barrow to Quorn where I work." 

"Trains and increased bus service on a Sunday." 

"Reliability of services, especially the buses, more frequent trains and buses. Cost. Fares especially on the bus is 
extortionate." 

"We already use public transport as much as we need to." 
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"We use the Park and Ride service when going into Leicester, but never use public transport when going into 
Loughborough. I am afraid that the convenience of using one's own vehicle wins the day." 

"cheaper bus fares" 

"More frequent bus's !   Also proper parking nearer to the train station." 

"lower prices, later trains to and from Loughborough/leicester" 

"trains to run on a Sunday/ more buses on a Sunday and at later time" 

"A more frequent train service to leicester and nottingham would increase the popularity of barrow. The current hourly 
service is not great." 

"I already use both bus and train for leisure use..." 

"Price and times." 

"More frequent services, more covered bus stops with seating, a bus service to Thurmaston perhaps." 

"Most roads are too narrow to just paint in a cycle lane.  To do this properly will require major re-structuring." 

"Safe cycle lanes, buses that go near my place of work, reduced bus fares" 

"Frequent service to required destinations" 

"If it was more affordable" 

"A direct bus route to Loughborough University." 

"More frequent trains and trains on sundays, you should focus on getting us to use the rail not the buses" 

"Overall speed limits need to be enforced on all roads coming into the village, nottingham road suffers badly with 
speeding - we need humps / camera, council would make a fortune" 

"more availability of buses - even shuttle bus service ie mini bus type vehicles on regular runs" 

"I work too far away and public transport for me is not convenient as I have to carry a lot and could not do this on a 
bus or cycle. My children use school buss or walk to get to school and rarely use the car but both of them are reluctant 
to cycle as the roads are more dangerous for young cyclists." 

"Frequency" 

"Better drivers on the No 27 route - they are the worst I've ever seen - in fact they are a danger - either when you are 
on the bus, walking on the pavement or driving on the roads.  Everyone I know says the same" 

"Presently if you get the bus to Leicester from Barrow you have a tedious journey (taking 15 minutes) around the 
Sileby estates. I would use the train more if the trains ran later than 9.30 back to Barrow from Leicester." 

"I think it's ok as it is." 

"QUITE ADEQUATE AT PRESENT" 

"Train service on Sunday" 

"More frequent buses" 

"Trains running later and on Sundays. Buses not meandering all over and taking so long to get anywhere + being so 
very expensive when compared to the train (nearly double the price to get to Luff!)" 
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"More joined up approach. With connections to other transport links. Some bus routes across the valley to Quorn, 
Mountsorrel etc. would be good/logical" 

"More frequent services along Cotes Road" 

"More bus shelters in the village More bus stops for the number 2 service in Loughbough" 

"Price" 

"More direct buses to Leicester - not every bus but maybe every other one could be an 'express' picking up on main 
roads." 

"Lower prices on the trains." 

"Nothing at the moment." 

"Cheaper train fares and greater frequency of trains" 

"I have just found out what types of public transport are available.   Used the bus to visit my husband in the royal 
infirmary - then found even better bus services.  They are better than I have been  used to.   Have difficulty in sorting 
out how to use the train.   I have never come across an unmanned station but with the help of a neighbour it has been 
sorted but not yet used." 

"Children are too young & I have access to a car. More frequent services from willow road in the future might help?" 

"Cheaper fares" 

"Nothing.  Bus services are useless." 

"Realistic fares on buses.  More regular peak trains." 

"Different job! I need my car for work." 

"frequency and reliability" 

"Cheaper fares.  Direct routes to Leicester and Nottingham - not round the villages!" 

"if buses ran on time." 

"A hugely improved service. At the moment, public transport simply isn't an option. It is infrequent, unreliable and 
inadequate coverage of routes." 

"Unfortunately not an awful lot, it is far easier/quicker to get in your car and I have to get from Loughborough to 
Barrow in my dinner hour, so public transport would not work for me" 

"A bus service that did not take all day to get somewhere." 

"Cheaper prices." 

"Inability to drive our car." 

"cleanliness of bus, reduction of diesel fumes from bus" 

"Better street lighting1" 

"Increased frequency of buses" 

"Train and bus services on Sundays and  after 9:30pm. At present trains from Leicester and Leicester stop at this 
time." 
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"I work 2 bus routes from the village and therefore using the bus would not be an option. If there was a direct link to 
Loughborough train station which ran relatively frequently I may consider using this when using the train for work." 

"Cheaper rail dares to Nottingham compared to buses" 

"Earlier and later buses, buses and trains on a sunday." 

"Bicycling is the best way to improve quality of life -- reduces car use, increases fitness, reduces environmental 
impact, reduces health costs.  Little thought and almost no action has been given to bicycling.  Paving The Slabs is 
the only real action, but The Slabs does not go to Loughborough and it is not a proper cycle route -- the gates require 
stopping and dismounting." 

"More frequent buses which run on time,  also bus routes which are more direct would help." 

"More frequent trains" 

"Bus shelters to use when it's raining." 

"A bus direct to Leicester" 

"Provision of more bus shelters." 

"Higher frequency Ease of access - we live on the outskirts of the village so requires walking without  a footpath for 
some of the way to bus stops - not always very safe." 

"I already use public transport on a weekly basis, this includes both buses and trains. The current bus route to 
leicester takes little under an hour, if this journey was shortened via the Sileby part of the route I would be inclined to 
use it more often." 

"More frequent, less expensive and caring drivers" 

"If I could not drive anymore" 

"Ivanhoe line to be open later" 

"speed of journey to Leicester - a more direct route a few times per day the ststion being more in centre of village  
parking at station in Barrow  a bus service directly through  Barrow along Cotes Road to Loughborough Railway 
Station." 

"If it went where I wanted to go." 

"Cycle facilities at barrow station" 

"Reliability of train service" 

"Trains that actually stop in Barrow" 

"Not possible" 

"More bus stops with visual display on time next arrival" 

"Good time keeping" 

"I am a reasonably frequent user of public transport. Dedicated cycle lanes; priority to cyclists with traffic calming 
measures. There appears to be no cycling infrastructure incorporated into the Willow Road estate. Need to encourage 
residents to cycle to the village centre - instead of driving for ~1 mile and contributing the congestion/parking 
problems. Need to make it attractive. Reducing the speed cars can reach the village centre will attract people to cycle.  
Disabled access to the station; if you can't walk - you can't get the train.   Live arrival/departure screens for bus stops 
on the High Street and at the train station. If you have hearing difficulties you are unable to hear the announcements 
that the train is delayed." 
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"We are frequent users due to bus passes. Would appreciate cheaper fares on trains." 

"Quicker bus ride to Leicester - currently it takes too long to use as a commuter Bus routes to other cities, such as 
Nottingham Bus routes to other villages that are not already served More frequent trains on the Ivanhoe Line - again 
infrequency means that the train is problematic for commuting and for connections in Leicester" 

"Nothing.  It is more convenient to use the car due to timings, destination, cost and convenience.  I occasionally use 
the train to Leicester but rarely use the bus." 

"Childcare for my choldren stops mw using public transport." 

"Bus to Nottingham (No 9 would work if called in Barrow). Bus to Melton" 

"Making it cheaper and easier to use than driving.  That is the case for longer trips but if a local trip is beyond walking 
or cycling ability (eg, carrying back heavy shopping) then I use the car." 

"More frequent and cheaper bus travel" 

"Cost reduction and efficiency of service. It currently takes over twice as long by public transport and double the cost 
of my car. New developments should be considered to use at least 2 cars per property. More priority should be given 
to improved road networks as people will continue to use their cars due to time and cost issues. The current road 
system is not feasible for cycle lanes and will cause further congestions should they be implemented, especially along 
with more frequent buses." 

"Very little." 

"frequency of buses and cost better than cost of parking" 

"If trains returned to barrow later in evening and also on sundays" 

"Barrow railway needs more lighting/to be manned" 

"Buses to other areas." 

"Frequency and greater choice of destinations without having to change buses would be a great help." 

"Better time-keeping by bus companies, improved shelter at bus stops and more direct routes, ie faster journeys." 

"Regular, affordable and within the new David Wilson estate as with small children and shopping it is easier to use car 
rather than walk in/out if the village with bags." 

"Can't - need to take husband in a wheelchair - it's difficult for me." 

"If other people didn't use it.  When you create a model factoring in price, convenience, comfort, reliability and time 
taken to get somewhere, buses lose." 

"Already use buses and trains when possible." 

"I think its excellent from Barrow" 

"Easier access to railway station" 

"Already use for Loughborough and Leicester and stops inbetween." 

"Two small kids means car is only useful transport unless for leisure." 

"Travel cards for locals" 

"Public transport good for me as it is" 
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"Links to railway stations 9eg. Leicester) (Bus lines) More frequent trains to Leicester/Nottingham. Buses with later 
return times." 

"Cheaper fares" 

"more services with nearer bus stop." 

"I have never used any other" 

"Reduce bus fares eg. Top Sileby Road to BB Club over £1.50p as age for concession has increased to 62yrs for 
females - single fare to Sileby from Barrow £1.90p. Cheaper to go in the car." 

"Not being turned away as insufficient room for wheelchair/buggies. At least provide some covered shelters both ways 
for long wet waits etc." 

"Adequate bus shelters at all bus stops, and more frequent buses." 

"More frequently to more places, more cheaply." 

"3 buses per hour. More buses via Cotes Road Both paid for by HALF FARES for bus pass holders." 

"Extend the bus pass from 8am." 

"The cost of the fares" 

"Its cheaper to drive at current prices?" 

"I use it when it is appropriate for me and as often as I need." 

"Buses that could go directly to Leicester/Loughborough train stations" 

"More frequent. More competitive pricing." 

"More detailed maps of stops and timetables" 

"O.K. as it is." 

"Cheaper fares, quicker journeys" 

"Increased service Reliability Cleanliness Reduced Cost" 

"More convenient stops and more frequent trains, especially SUNDAYS." 

"I don't use it because it is too time consuming for the journeys I need to do." 

"Station platform is not accessible. Bus does not return to local stop." 

"More frequent in the village" 

"More bus stops around perimeter" 

"Cost effective.  Currently for my husband, me and 2 children to use bus to and from Loughborough it costs over £10 - 
by car can be parked for free." 

"lower price and increased frequency" 
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5.d We are aware from issues raised and anecdotal feedback that traffic and transportation issues are of 
concern to some residents in Barrow. We would like to know which are of the most concern to you. 
 

 Congestion at bridge over the river/ canal 
at Bridge Street/ Barrow Road 

  165 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Frequent flooding at Slash Lane   177 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Traffic congestion near schools and 

nurseries at drop off/ pick up times 
  105 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Lack of adequate car parking spaces near 

the village centre 
  135 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Lack of car parking near railway station   70 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Vehicle obstructions on the High Street/ 

North Street 
  121 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Vehicle obstructions on the main access 

routes, eg. Cotes Road, Sileby Road etc 
  68 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Vehicles parking on footpaths   98 said this was the highest priority  
 
 More off- street parking facilities   92 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Junction improvements at Cotes Road/ 

High Street 
  64 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Pedestrian crossing safety in the High 

Street 
  59 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Introduction of a one- way traffic system in 

the village 
  33 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Speed reduction measures at entrances to 

village 
  54 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Speed reduction measures on through 

roads 
  54 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Speed reduction measures on new 

development roads 
  43 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Reduced speed limits within residential 

areas 
  55 said this was the highest priority  

 
 Reduction in the level of through traffic   93 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Safe routes to schools   66 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Safe cycle routes into the village centre   45 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Safe cycle route to Loughborough   35 said this was the highest priority  
 
 Footpath on Barrow Road too Narrow   67 said this was the highest priority  
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 Are there any traffic/ transportation issues that you consider need to be addressed or do you have 

any suggestions regarding how any of the issues could be resolved/ improved? 
 

"No more traffic, village roads at saturation point." 

"PERMIT PARKING ZONES AND TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT" 

"The floods on slash lane cause major problems, bringing even more traffic through the village, this problem has been 
ongoing for as many years as I can remember and really needs addressing urgently, also the so called 'temporary 
traffic lights' at the bottom of bridge street, the traffic build up never existed before these were put up and left up, if a 
footpath could be constructed elsewhere and the lights taken down the problem would be resolved." 

"No parking on sileby road during rush hour times eg 7:30-9:00 and 16:00-18:00" 

"Speeding on Fishpool Way, parking on pavements - particularly in the new willow estate as pavements are always 
blocked" 

"The use of Sileby road as a cut through for other villages when flooding and unable to get to A6 by pass needs 
sorting urgently" 

"We are on Beveridge street and since the lockdown on car parking at coop we are getting all the high street residents 
parking down here along with general shoppers,dancers,church people.its become a real issue of late and is directly 
leading to an uneighbourly feeling in the street.the high street residents make their problem our problem and do not 
seem to care even double parking most times.its very frustrating and i can't see this getting better until restrictions are 
placed on the street for permit holders only after a certain time of night.and also I think its should be restricted to one 
permit per house as lots of houses down here have visitors who take up two/three/four spaces... For one house!!!it 
gets my goat and then talks of village expansion. Beveridge st is at breaking point where parking and speed limits ate 
concerned. I think also it should have a one way system implemented too." 

"Enforcement of non parking zones near zebra crossings and around school entrances" 

"Junction of Melton Road/South Street" 

"Too much through traffic from other villages using Barrow as a short cut." 

"There are too many drivers parking half on and half off pavements on many roads.  I have seen drivers parking on 
wide pavements when there are clear yellow lines on the road.  Do these drivers think that because they park inside 
the yellow lines that this is the right thing to do.  These incidents should be reported, we should have more road traffic 
wardens on our streets, if indeed we have any at all in Barrow." 

"The bus stops are in the wrong place (eg North street near the mini roundabout - why isn't that near the library 
instead?  Causes many near accidents as people try and overtake buses that have stopped and drivers at the 
roundabout have reduced visibility).  This was meant to be changed when they installed the roundabout but it was 
never done.  Buses are running later and later and cause disturbance at night time.  No consultation with any 
residents over bus timetables, the bus companies just do what they like." 

"re:- car parking in village center.  there would be slightly less urgency for increasing car parking space if the council 
had not allowed the sale of the three crowns public car park in the first place. the doctors surgery car park is 
inadequate." 

"It is impossible to put these in order of priority. Many are of equal importance and all need to be dealt with.  my 
answers to 5f and 5g are influenced by the fact that, as I don't work any more, I am less likely to be out at busy times 
and I don't have a problem parking in the village as I am able to walk to most places" 

"No parking outside village centre shops camera and police action and fines given out EVERY time.  Widening of 
roads through Bridge street make bridge 2 way.... its a no brainer!  The biggest transport issue is the building of new 
homes... Barrow cannot support any more traffic." 
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"For me it is all about cycling!!" 

"Despite numerous housing developments there has been no change a made to widen the bridge over the river, this is 
the main artery into the village and causes great problems as you are no doubt aware. Also why is the no safe cycle 
route through to Quorn and the A6, it's so dangerous to attempt that route." 

"stop people pulling up on the high street to use the cash machine! The proposed bus route through the Willow Road 
estate should not go ahead. Due to the amount of cars and children in the area. There have already been a number of 
accidents on stretches of the road and this will increase with buses using the route. It is not a big enough through 
route for a bus." 

"The speed reduction on Coates Road does not work at all people just speed over the bumps!  Rat run traffic and 
through traffic speed down Fishpool Way and Willow Road." 

"free motorcycle parking cycle lanes on the paths shared with pedestrians paths widened to take cycles and 
pedestrians" 

"Pedestriam crossings are ignored by some drivers." 

"More parking in the centre would be good and improvement to the piece of land as you exit the main car park from 
the surgery - next to the upholsteres" 

"Pedestrian crossing, the current pelicans do not work. The majority of drivers do not stop, the South St crossing more 
so than High St. Change for traffic lights. No lorries or deliveries to High St during rush hour or school hours. Local 
bus service to schools to reduce traffic. Junctions of Cotes Rd/ High St, Grove Lane/South St and Mill Lane/South St 
need improving for reasons of safety." 

"Nearly all of these link with the flooding problem on Slash Lane - if the floods are out the congestion on the main 
streets in the village is dreadful.  There seem to be an increasing number of large lorries passing through the village, 
even though I believe they should not be.  Would it not be possible for the approach to the island from South street to 
be 2 lanes and a keep clear section be put on the road so that people wanting to turn right and go up the High street 
are not prevented by cars blocking them?" 

"Traffic calming on Sileby road should be extended up South St to Jerusalem Island" 

"I am concerned that if the Soar bridge is improved, through traffic will dramatically increase" 

"cars Parking on the high street,just to pop to the cash point or to the shop,the painted mini roundabouts on baumont 
road & thirlmere,they create confusion if 3 cars arrive at once 7 people with large cars making 3 point turns on the 
high street just to get round them,some even mounting the pavement it was more safer when these where regular 
junctions,Maybe simple raised road would be more better than a mini roundabout," 

"New 6 lane bridge" 

"I believe that there needs to be a 'rush-hour' traffic lights system at the Coates Road/High Street junction. It is already 
a problem at certain times of the day and it will only get worse as the village grows.  It would have been preferable for 
Willow Road to have provided a 'by-pass' around the north end of the village, without it passing through the new 
development as it currently does I understand the need for the traffic calming measures which have been installed, but 
equally it would have been better if a more direct link between Cotes Road and Nottingham Road, rather like the way 
that Fishpool Way links Nottingham Road and Melton Road." 

"Slash lane flooding always impacts on the traffic in barrow.  if this could be remedied that may not be any need to 
improve the bridge over the river as this has acceptable levels of traffic on a normal day even though it does get busy 
and congested.  it is the flooding of slash lane that causes unacceptable levels of traffic from Sileby during winter in 
particular." 

"Instead of horrible speed bumps on cotes road or sileby road there should be speed cameras, these are alot more 
effective. 1 on Cotes road between Stranclifffe Lane and Humphrey Perkins. 1 as you come into the village from 
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Sileby over the little bump as everybody speeds into the village and another on fishpool way. Millennium park would 
be used more but at the moment parents do not believe children will be safe crossing the roads" 

"Red route the High Street to no stopping Cycle path on Cotes Road" 

"The bridge over the canal needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency, especially considering the prospective 
developments that are due to add to the number of vehicles in the area. Perhaps the bridge could me made 2 way 
with the lights removed and a separate pedestrian bridge erected to the side or a gangway attached to the side of the 
bridge to allow people to cros the canal on foot?" 

"Jerusalem island / Briggs Hill out of village when Slash is flooded..." 

"With all the new development in the village the issue of traffic is only going to get worse.  The major issue of traffic 
congestion is when Slash Lane floods. Maybe if some ditch maintenance was carried out along Slash Lane this would 
ease the problem slightly as it only takes a small amount of rainfall before some areas are under water. A major 
scheme needs to be carried out to alleviate this problem." 

"Traffic calming on melton road/south street junction. STOP BUSES AND LORRIES turning into melton road from 
South street" 

"A pedestrian crossing for school children on north street between library and H2O" 

"Serious problems outside Humphrey Perkins at the end of the school day often make Cotes Road impassable.  A 
proper path at this end of the canal/river towards Loughborough would encourage cycling into town." 

"Pot holes!!!" 

"Parkin for railways station  Increased frequency of trains" 

"Parking in and around the school needs to be addressed" 

"My worry would be that if traffic congestion is lessened by addressing any of the issues above that there would be 
even greater demands for more housing developments. The priority should be the safety of current residents and that 
developments occur within the current village boundaries, rather than increasing the overall size of the village." 

"Improved visibility out of Melton Road." 

"Remove cashpoint from High Street. Replacement of zebra crossings with pelican crossings - cars don't stop at 
zebras New pedestrian crossing new library/shop/fish shop Mini roundabout at the junction of. Melton Road and Sileby 
Road, just over the railway bridge. Will help to slow traffic down on Sileby Road and address issue of tight turning 
circle turning left. Zero tolerance to parking on the road/pavements on High Street. A one way system may appear to 
be answer but flow is generally good on High. Street as a result of the traffic lights on Bridge Street provided that it is 
not impeded by parked cars. A one way system would only increase the flow on other  small roads within residential 
areas of the village. Provision of more parking would be needed." 

"Parking on the high street is not due to lack of parking spaces it is due to the selfishness of people who put their 
convenience first. This should be policed and followed up." 

"Overall speed limits need to be enforced on all roads coming into the village, Nottingham road suffers badly with 
speeding - we need humps / camera, council would make a fortune Drop village speed limit to 20 to discourage the rat 
run. Flashing 20 MPH signs Speed camera on Nottingham road - cars accelerate on the round about sling shot round 
roundabout and accelerate down Nottingham Road over 60 MPH. Issues with motorbikes speeding also Bottlenecks / 
give way signs considered used to slow traffic - traffic calming Extend humps along Nottingham Road like high street 
Clear demarcation of the village boundary - other villages use railway sleepers with the village sign and also the speed 
limits" 
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"School Humphrey Perkins - end of day cars are parked in too long a queue and you cannot pass. This is so 
dangerous for all - someone will be killed at some point due to not being able to see properly. Please make the grass 
opp the school site a pull in area like outside the cemetry" 

"All issues regarding cars and parking are an issue. There is a lack of car parking- even less now that the car park 
behind the Three Crowns has gone. There is often parking near the crossing at the Coop which is a hazard and the 
traffic around the nursery at the Trap can be an issue in the morning. When the river floods at Slash Lane, getting out 
of the village is a real issue as all the traffic on this side of the river goes over the bridge. If there are more houses 
there will be more traffic and hence more congestion. I cycle a lot around the village and find it quite scary cycling on 
the road to Quorn. Elsewhere it is not too bad." 

"Bridge to barrow can it not be widened and reinforced so 2" 

"I live in Church Street where you can imagine we are besieged with inconsiderate motorists, mostly parents who for 
some reason cannot walk their children a few 100 yards to school. They just disregard your driveway and park across 
it. This road was not built for the amount of traffic currently using it. It is all very well planning to build more houses but 
what about the consequences for existing residents. I know both myself and my neighbours have complained about 
this problem over the years but nothing is ever done.   We have also complained about the heavy goods lorries 
coming down Church St. Apparently their GPS leads them down this street heading for Melton road! There was 
mention of a sign being put up at the beginning of the road but it has not been done." 

"cars parked opposite the entrance to Crossley Close - many accidents narrowly avoided as people overtake them or 
try to turn out of Crossley Close in front of approaching traffic." 

"On-street parking on Sileby Rd south of the NHS offices. Weekend on-street parking near Humphrey Perkins school. 
The entrance into the village over the bridge at the bottom of Bridge Street needs tidying up - the area around The 
Boathouse, the Indian restaurant and the entrance to Proctor's Park make the village look scruffy." 

"Noise from some road traffic, i.e. motor bikes and cars, using the village as part of a road race circuit." 

"The speed ramp near the Grove Lane / South Street junction causes difficulty and a consequent safety risk when 
turning right out of Grove Lane. The best solution would be to remove the speed ramp at this location." 

"The Schools themselves could do much more to reduce congestion. We all used to walk to school. The parkingon zig 
zags and across drives makes things difficult for residents, pedestrians and cyclists.  The other transport issue 
affecting Barrow is the apparent recent re-routing of flight paths from EMA resulting in huge increase in noise and 
disturbance. Think this is rather beyond the scope of the Neighbourhood Plan unless money can be found for anti-
aircraft guns?" 

"Parish council/ cbc to purchase land or buildings which could be uses as car parking. The village centre will not be 
sustainable without some positive action. Tourism and leisure facilities, cannot be developed without parking 
enhancement." 

"Traffic at peak times within the village is already an issue. This will only become worse with increased housing 
developments. Most people exit the village via Bridge St or Cotes Rd towards Loughborough - both of which have 
queuing traffic at peak times. One possible solution on Bridge St would be to provide a separate pedestrian bridge 
next to the existing bridge, remove the footpath from the road bridge and make it two way without traffic lights." 

"No heavy goods vehicles to travel down Sileby road - they can use Slash lane as a through road. Better link roads 
around the outskirts of the village." 

"Too little parking for the disabled and no checking of illegal parking by non-disabled." 

"There is a car park bay on bridge street opposite Crossley Close. This constantly causes bottle necks in the flow of 
traffic and should be removed." 
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"Parking on high street on Sundays and evenings, we have 3 car parks there is no need to park outside the coop / 
takeaways / post office there is always some room to park.  Traffic should be allowed to pass through quietly and with 
as few obstructions as possible. Both noise and congestion, bad parking are unpleasant." 

"More enforcement of parking rules" 

"Double yellow lines on one of the corners at the bottom of New Street/Melton Road to improve entrance/exit and 
visibility.  Health and Safety entering/exit busy road." 

"Yes, as detailed above the yellow lines in place need to be enforced. Too often cars are parked on the high street 
during busy periods, especially when slash lane is closed due to flooding." 

"some of the pavements and roads are not wide or well constructed enough  for users of disability scooters - 
particularly the Barrow Rd. area.   I see several elderly people, including my husband, us these vehicles to go and 
shop in the village.   It gives them a sense of freedom." 

"Roundabout or traffic lights at cotes road/high street intersection. Optimise co-op & surgery car park. Park & ride for 
train station!? (Do not understand why that train station has no car park!). Tidy up current parking spots in village, old 
rail station car park, next to h2o hairdresser & conservative club etc etc" 

"Traffic calming measures on Fishpool Way Enforcing no parking on pedestrian crossing zigzags" 

"It would be better to have traffic lights on the crossing - one car stops you get half way across the other car drives off.  
Accident waiting to happen." 

"The speed bumps on Sileby Road are inadequate for preventing commercial vans from speeding." 

"Church Street, Beveridge Street, Warner Street, Breachfield Road, Cave Road all should be one-way only and 
double yellow lines on one side of the streets to stop parking (double parking)" 

"Church Street, Beveridge Street, Warner Street, Breadcroft Lane, Cave Road all should be one-way ONLY and 
double yellow lines on one side of the streets to stop parking (double parking)" 

"I think a one way system with parking bays [short stay - 30 mins] would be of huge benefit!" 

"Don't allow any further major housing developments. There are no affordable solutions to Barrow's traffic problems so 
don't make them worse with a higher population." 

"SLASH LANE FLOODING FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, OUR VILLAGE WAS NOT MADE FOR THE TRAFFIC ON 
THE ROADS TODAY, PARTICULAR PROBLEMS IN OUR VILLAGE IS NO WHERE TO PARK PLUS PARKING IS 
RIDICULOUS ON CERTAIN ROADS - CHURCH STREET, MILL LANE,TOP OF HIGHFIELDS RD, JUNCTION NEAR 
THE CHILDRENS NURSERY, I'M QUITE SURE A FIRE ENGINE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO GET THROUGH NEAR 
THE CHURCH DUE TO THE INCONSIDERATE PARKING" 

"no parking enforcement needed on pedestrian crossings in High Street; many times I see somebody parked on 
zig/zag lines obscuring part of the crossing - maybe cameras (dummy or live) with signage to persuade people from 
doing this?" 

"noise reduction from vehicles on A6" 

"Flood aleviation system needs to be put in place on Slash Lane to reduce the flow of traffice through Barrow when 
flooding is high" 

"Traffic entering the village at high speeds from fishpool end of melton road.  narrow pavement on the bend at the 
junction of breachfield road and melton road danger to pedestrians." 

"All alternatives to the use of cars should be researched and developed. Bus and train links on Sundays and in the 
evenings should be improved." 
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"Barrow Road -- from the bridge to the round-about for the A6/Quorn bridge -- is dangerous for all users, especially 
pedestrians and cyclists.  It must be widened, with wide, protected footpats and cycle lanes." 

"Could use river/canal towpath for cycle route to Loughborough. Nice to connect up to the footpath/cycleway into 
Leicester from Cossington." 

"Raise the road on Slash Lane - will prevent winter gridlock in Barrow!" 

"Re-use the laby-by o/s Post Office for the bus and Postman to use as it used to be and have a crossing with light 
across the road instead of the pedestrian crossing." 

"2 hour limit on parking at Co-op should be extended to at least 3 hours.  There should be no fines imposed - 
presumably none of the money currently collected stays in the village." 

"The junctions of Breachfield Road and Grove Lane and Grove Lane/South Street." 

"Yes don't build more and more houses you don't need to be clever to realise that surely?" 

"Speed restrictions enforced on outskirts of village - though not sure how this could happen! 3 accidents on Cotes 
Road week commencing 13 October." 

"Need a Lollypop Lady at the top of Cotes Road" 

"Sadly, centre of village car parking is so limited there is little point in developing shopping (especially groceries, 
greengroceries etc) in High Street.  Barrow residents on the outskirts of the village would find it easier to go to 
Loughborough and the large supermarkets there.  Barrow will be unable to attract shoppers into the village (tourism) 
for the same reason." 

"New bridge so not one way congestion. Footpath from Bridge Street over railway to Cotes Road needs lighting. 
Traffic fumes" 

"Parking near the navigation pub.  Access for emergency services in the area of mill lane /ribble drive" 

"The lack of parking means far too many people risk parking on double yellow lines. Also in High Street creates 
congestion." 

"I think people forget that cotes rd is an unclassified rd and both the parked cars and traffic calming appear to have 
made it much safer" 

"Footpath on Barrow Road VERY VERY dangerous" 

"Parking on Cotes Road outside Humphrey Perkins for school drop off and pick ups cause major traffic congestion at 
school opening/closing times. Some cars park from 2pm in order to get a 'pole-position' Is this really necessary? 
School buses - do they really need double decker buses that are half empty? Sileby pupils to HPHS could come by 
train and walk up to school   congestion and dangers of school buses + parental and staff traffic at end of school day 
on Cotes Road between Barrowcliiffe Close and Three Crowns. buses accually almost touch school pupils  walking on 
narrow pavements opposite old Board school" 

"Not enough speed limit signs on roads leading into the village. Congestion at bridge on Bridge St/Barrow Road when 
Slash Lane is flooded." 

"Controlling the small proportion of drivers who are lazy, inconsiderate or both. I drive 20k mile per year so I 
understand the needs of drivers. But there is no need for people to park illegally in the high street and frequently 
cause delays, or to park on the pavement so that mothers with buggies have to go into the road to get past.  i have 
some sympathy with people who have no off road parking available, having been in that situation myself. But lack of 
off road parking does not justify parking on pavements or illegally.   I would welcome measures to enforce parking 
rules and to prosecute the small minority the cause a considerable nuisance. Additional I would like see measures to 
make cycling safer, and would welcome stricter speed controls on cars if it would assist this.  A safe cycle route into 
Loughborough would be hugely welcome, even at the cost of delaying drivers." 
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"Remove all road speed cushions as they discriminate between users, and use an alternative method" 

"The traffic calming humps on Sileby Road do not slow down larger cars, 4 x 4s & lorries and should be revamped." 

"Not sure wot! u want HERE. 1 to 10 or in order of preference?" 

"Parking in Church Street on double yellow lines and blocking driveways - happens every day!!" 

"Cotes Road too busy as a back entrance, cut through to the village starting from the turning off near Cotes." 

"- Move the crossing to enable parking AGAIN outside Post Office - Create parking bay outside Co-op - Extend 
parking at NHS to railway line" 

"Residents permits for parking on Warner Street. Restricted parking on Sileby Road, by the Mill during 'peak hours' - 
much like Cotes Road (near the Three Crowns), this would improve the flow of traffic. Restrict parking by the Clock 
House on Barrow Road; again; parking on a main road in/out of village." 

"Raised footpath to Barrow Rd. could be lowered to improve cycle lane as rarely floods.Cycling here hazardous for 
cyclists and motorists. One way system on Beveridge St." 

"1)The zebra crossing in High Street is dangerous as cars for not always see pedestrians in time.   2)Cars parked on 
the road near Soar Bridge Pub as they hold traffic up and cause blockages." 

"Cots road traffic is a nightmare at school times." 

"Parking by 90 degree turns on Church St/Highfields/Breadcroft Lane seriously restricts visibility & causes potential 
head-on accidents - speed limit should be no higher than 15 mph on this stretch of road (down to 10mph or less on 
corners, for safety)." 

"Too much parking on Church Street and Highfields at school times." 

"Junction of Grove Lane onto Sileby Road - very dangerous!!" 

"I've only lived in Barrow for a bit over four years but in that time my perception is that the amount of through traffic 
has increased dramatically.  Making it even easier to drive through Barrow will only increase the amount of traffic.  
Walking through Barrow at busy times can be dangerous because of inconsiderate drivers parking and driving on 
pavements, especially by Barrow Express, the High Street shops as well as the Lime Tree nursery and adjacent 
garage.  Drivers often don't stop for pedestrians on the two zebra crossings.  Bridge Street - the traffic lights 
desperately need enforcement cameras due to the number of drivers blatantly jumping red lights, mainly at peak 
times.  Trying to cross from the Slabs onto Bridge Street is dangerous at these times as there is often little or no gap 
between opposing traffic flows.  The bike traffic light isn't yet operative so should be covered over until it's working." 

"The village infrastructure is simply too small for the number of people and cars, only by reducing housebuilding and 
improving the road network away from the single track bridge will improve the situation.  The other alternative is to 
create a new bridge but the congestion in the short term will be horrific and not my preference." 

"Speed humps down babington road and brook lane drivers think these are race tracks" 

"The congestion over the bridge should be addressed by removing the traffic lights and building a separate footbridge 
and reinstituting two way traffic thereon. Slash Lane should be raised in a similar manner to the by-pass." 

"can the bridge be widened or strengthened to accomodate 2 way traffic" 

"Parking at schools is something to avoid.  More should walk and so don't provide more space to encourage laziness." 

"Junction Grove Lane/South Street - traffic lights. This problem junction will be even more hazardous when Site 6 
occupied." 
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"Get rid of speed bumps etc and use cameras to catch and prosecute offenders, thus removing need for speed 
bumps.  A dedicated village policeman (not P.C.S.O.) would help with these matters." 

"If Slash Lane flooding was addressed, this would resolve much of the congestion through Barrow.   Children have to 
cross dangerous parts of the roads on High Street before coming to the 2 zebra crossings and the danger points are 
at points where children want to cross for the library or lower down on Cotes Rad." 

"Get rid of traffic humps on roads in the village (Sileby Road)" 

"Parking on green spaces within housing estates: eg. Cherwell Road - erect bollards as at Mill Lane reccy." 

"A basic calculation would see a quick return on the investment of making the bridge two lanes on Bridge Street." 

"It is time we took back our streets from the parked cars.  Parking on the footpath is illegal and on the grass verge." 

"The traffic lights on Bridge Street create their own problem.  Traffic flows well when they aren't working." 

"T-junction at Melton Road/Grove Lane - traffic calming measures (speed humps) necessary between here and the 
roundabout at Fishpool Way" 

"Bus shelter on Babington Road" 

"Nottingham Road race track as is Fishpool Way and Willow Road. Contraflow system required. NO MORE SQUARE 
LUMP PLC!" 

"Nottingham Road is a racetrack - accident waiting to happen." 

"Two-way bridge over the canal. Alternative routes/flood clearnace when Slash Lane floods. Zebra crossing over 
Cotes Road at the Three Crowns." 

"If congestion at the bridge over the river is not resolved, new businesses will not be attracted to the village.  There is 
a commercial need for two-way traffic over the bridge." 

"If the road layout first planned to connect Cotes road to Nottingham road had gone ahead there would be less 
congestion in the village centre. With further development going ahead on Cotes road and Nottingham road the 
original plan should be re-visited, though this will create controversy now the new houses have been lived in for some 
years. This is a case of horse and gate bolted !" 

"All other issues mark as 6 equal" 

"Better policing of parking infringements - eg. parking on footpaths, opposite junctions - too near to junctions etc." 

"Any additional houses will create additional traffic congestion in and around Barrow" 

"Should be a crossing near H20/Blacksmiths." 

"Am afraid all these things being caused by too much housing developments round village. It will only get worse, you 
would rather build houses on Drivers Hosiery site, than have a new doctors surgery, which is so badly needed. Say no 
more" 

"Need to slow down South Street and Cotes Road." 

"Security cameras on High Street to cut down number of selfish drivers parking over pavement space, on zig-zags, 
blocking views of crossings and adding to congestion. Traffic flow needs improving round village not hindered by cycle 
lanes on narrow roads or slower speed limits." 

"Parking on Mill Lane, double parked vehicles, outside and on pavements around The Navigation public house (Mill 
Lane)" 

"Floods - upgrade Slash Lane.  This greatly affects 5f." 
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"Whilst vehicles park on roads, although it causes hold ups, it stop speeding. Lack of parking near Church.  Could 
school car park be used?" 

"Bridge Street!!" 

"There needs to be a crossing near the Blacksmith and Library as everyone uses that part to take their children to 
school through the jitty.  Its dangerous for kids." 

"Overflow car park in field adjacent to Boathouse pub in Barrow Road, for village use/visitors to Slabs etc" 

"21 different issues is far too many for consideration or prioritisation!" 

"Parents should be prevented from using cars to take kids to school.  Walk like I used to!" 

"This is SO difficult" 

"Parking on Sileby Road (Drivers Hill) and parking on traffic calming humps or next to them." 

"Build a road from the traffic roundabout on Cotes Road across the development site 2 to connect with the roundabout 
near the Quorn allotments.  this would stop a lot of traffic through the village." 

"Beveridge Street should be made one way or residents only parking and slowing humps" 

"Junction improvement at Thirlmere Rd/North St speed reduction also approaching this junction." 

"Construct car parking deck over railway by High St. near roundabout." 

"Road from Fishpool Way to Cotes Road - this was promised when estate proposed but not constructed.  This would 
relieve traffic when new Jelson estate finished." 

"Frequent flooding of Slash Lane and congestion in the village due to flooding - congestion will be worse with MORE 
development." 

"Direct bus to Loughborough (not through Quorn which has 126/7)" 

"Parking both sides of Beveridge Street Long term parking outside Church H.T. no access at funeral and weddings" 

"Junction from Grove Lane onto South Street/Sileby Road" 

"Urgent need to stop permanent parking on side of Cotes Road - causes many delays on this main road into village 
and up to school." 

"Convert existing zebra crossings on High Street to those with lights. Weight restriction to prevent heavy lorries 
passing through village." 

"Stop cars parking on the pavement outside the library/shop.  Put bollards on the edge of the pavement (the shop to 
have key to lower for deliveries etc) Have the Traffic Wardens around at school times and ticket parking offenders." 

"Footpath @ Barrow Road. The Slabs has been upgraded and is a much safer/nicer route which does not deviate 
from the route of the raised footpath so as to cause any huge problems I really cannot see how the level of through 
traffic can be altered" 

"Traffic calming on Melton Road and Fishpool Way but NOT speed bumps.  Need chicades then could create parking 
and tree planting areas - 'Home Zones'" 

"Junction from Grove Lane onto South Street is virtually blind and you have to pull out/swing out over other side of the 
road or clip the kerb if turning left." 

"There needs to be more parking in the village. If one of the sites was park and ride to Loughborough, some 
congestion would be eased." 
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"Paint on road surfaces should be maintained. Lay-by to park delivery vehicles during day time only." 

5.e Do you agree that the Neighbourhood Plan should aim to try and address those traffic issues 
considered important to residents of Barrow? 

  99.2%  Yes   0.8%  No 
 
5.f Generally, how badly are you affected by traffic flow issues in and out of the village at peak times? 

 
   7.9%  Not at all  45.3%  Not very much  30.5%  Quite badly  16.7%  Very badly 
 
5.g How often do you have a problem finding somewhere to park in the village? 

 
  18.1%  Never  45.9%  Only occasionally  22.8%  Quite often  13.2%  Very often 
 
 6. Employment and Business 
 
6.a Do you work in Barrow? 
  10.1%  Yes  91.0%  No 
 
6.b With regards to the future development of business facilities providing employment opportunities 

within the Parish, what priority do you think should be given to each of the following? 
 

  High Medium Low  
 Development which enhances 

business and retail facilities in in the 
village 

 49.6%   35.2%   15.2%   

 Development of dedicated business 
and retail sites outside the existing 
village centre 

 22.4%   40.8%   36.8%   

 Business and retail development 
mixed within future housing 
developments 

 19.3%   33.8%   47.2%   

 No large scale development or 
redevelopment of business and retail 
premises within the conservation area 
(see map appendix A, paper version) 

 64.2%   16.8%   19.2%   

 Development which enhances leisure 
industry facilities 

 30.5%   52.1%   17.4%   

 Development which boosts tourism  25.5%   43.9%   30.6%   
 Diversification of agricultural and rural 

industries to meet local need 
 28.5%   52.3%   19.2%   

 
6.c Considering existing business facilities and local needs, what priority do you think should be given 

to the following types of future business development? 
 
 

  High Medium Low  
 Office premises for small to medium 

sized businesses 
 22.9%   48.8%   28.3%   

 Large office premises   0.5%   17.0%   82.7%   
 Small to medium sized retail space  28.9%   54.4%   17.0%   
 Large retail units or a supermarket   4.5%   13.8%   81.7%   
 Small to medium sized industrial units 

or warehousing 
  6.4%   40.5%   53.1%   

 Large industrial units or warehousing   1.4%    8.4%   90.3%   
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 7. Services and Facilities 
 
7.a To what extent, do you consider that the following facilities and services in the village need to be 

provided, improved or enhanced (bearing in mind currently planned and future development)? 
 

  Significantly To some extent Not at all  
 Pre- school children's provision  26.5%   55.3%   18.4%   
 Primary schools  55.4%   35.3%    9.3%   
 Secondary schools  34.6%   49.8%   15.5%   
 Doctors  82.9%   14.1%    3.5%   
 Dentists  31.7%   42.9%   25.4%   
 Shopping  29.8%   59.1%   11.4%   
 Library  48.8%   42.2%    9.0%   
 Police Service  42.8%   43.1%   14.1%   
 Fire Service  27.2%   46.4%   26.4%   
 Ambulance Service  29.8%   45.7%   24.6%   
  

What improvements, if any, do you consider are necessary to the above facilities/ services to meet your requirements? 
"What improvements, if any, do you consider are necessary..." 

"Current doctors facilities are already totally inadequate to meet the needs of the village without more people coming 
in through housing development. Current health centre needs to increase opening times to help reduce the waiting 
time for appointments to see a doctor." 

"More choice of doctors / easier access to doctors. Local butchers, bakers, greengrocers. Maintain library." 

"The schools and medical centre cannot cope with the influx of all the new housing, priority should go to improving 
these" 

"We keep getting told that the primary school can take more pupils as a result of new housing developments. In realty 
many children are being driven to alternative schools as Hall Orchard now has a bad reputation for large classes and 
poor standards. I've spoken to many parents recently and they have chosen, Buron, Woodhouse and Seagrave over 
Hall Orchard. By having a failing school we are adding to our traffic congestion...." 

"Doctors has got to be made bigger or another introduced." 

"Doctors particularly poor - unable to get doctors appointments and no consistency in treatment." 

"The general infrastructure just needs to adapt to cope with the increased numbers of residents" 

"Am very disappointed by our local GP service." 

"Larger doctors surgery or more doctors at current site. Increased free space for children at primary school to provide 
adequate space to play." 

"Doctors surgery totally inadequate." 

"Larger schools so more places are available especially for the primary school. The doctors surgery needs extending 
to provide more facilities or it needs a satellite surgery somewhere else in the village." 

"Diversity of shopping facilities Drs appointments are like hens teeth (or you've grown a tooth waiting for an 
appointment) Police presence needs to be more evident within the village" 

"Toilet facilities in the village" 

"The doctors struggle to provide an adequate service. Home visits are not easily got. The access to the medical centre 
is difficult with a wheel hair, the road is pot holed, there are often cars parked by the dropped kerb. There is no 
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dropped kerb at the beginning of the path so you have to walk on the road with the cars. there are no disables parking 
spaces," 

"The only way to make lasting improvements is No population or traffic increase to Barrows already severely strained 
infra structure." 

"The current service provided by our doctor's surgery is the worst it has ever been. Rude reception staff, considerable 
delays when waiting to see a GP, a huge decline in the service and help provided." 

"The health centre is becoming a nightmare to get an appointment, apparently they have over 9000 registered 
patients have seen no extra Doctors recruited." 

"Hall orchard primary school seems to be struggling with pupil numbers currently never mind considering any further 
housing developments. I would say the same for the dr's surgery which I APPALLING in terms of accessibility of appts 
and actually being seen on time" 

"Although you have no control over the doctors the surgery is rubbish. For people who work it is impossible to get an 
appointment and they lose important test results." 

"Increase in the number of GPs is vital - getting an appointment is very difficult." 

"Class sizes at the primary school are too high and the school is already large. The village is big enough to support a 
new primary school.  The Health Centre seems to be at crisis point - it is increasingly difficult to see a known doctor 
even when a non urgent appointment is requested." 

"Another nursery and primary school in the village to accommodate the growing numbers of existing families as well 
as the ones that will occupy the new housing developments. The doctors surgery needs to be better staffed with more 
doctors and nurses who can see infants.  It's hard enough to get an appointment now but will be worse with an influx 
of new people in the village. There should be an NHS dentist within the village. The library should be saved and 
diversify its role to include reading classes for different age groups like wriggley readers. They could charge a small 
fee to help with funding." 

"Doctors needs improving, unacceptable to queue outside to get an appointment.  School needs addressing - class 
sizes are huge" 

"Doctors - appalling service, appointments are hard to come by, last year there seems to be a reduction in doctors 
available, nurses only available. Need more doctors. Schools class sizes are at maximum and during wet days play 
space is limited." 

"Improvements to health provision. It is hard to get an appointment at the health centre. We need a second health 
centre setting up to create a competitive market." 

"It is vital for the life of the village that facilities are present for young families.   I believe that the Medical Centre is 
already under some pressure to cope. Another centre at the north end of the village (Sites 1 and 2) would make 
sense. Access via the Willow Road 'by-pass' referred to above would be relatively straightforward and minimally 
impact on traffic through the village.  If the proposed building programme takes place, even in a modified format, then 
there will be need for expansion of Primary School provision. I cannot see any room for expanding Hall Orchard. If 
Sites 1, 2 and 3 are developed, an additional primary school in that area would be desirable. The location would 
enable future expansion to take place if necessary. Humphrey Perkins has the possibility of re-developing the unused 
swimming pool block and the existing mobile classrooms could be replaced by permanent buildings to house extra 
numbers if funding were available and the need felt." 

"more diversity of shops and maybe a dentist in health centre that is not private" 

"We need more doctors to be available, also shopping is really bad in the village especially as more houses are built 
further out of the village. We need a shop on willow road estate, also we need more police walking around the village 
we never see them." 
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"Larger doctors surgery allowing for more doctors to work there." 

"a return to having a local bobby on the beat, someone that would be know to all" 

"For a village as big as Barrow there should be more than one Primary School as the one already in existence is 
massively overcrowded." 

"The Doctors surgery needs to be bigger with more available doctors." 

"It is currently impossible to get a doctors appointment therefore the health centre needs expanding and more doctors 
made available." 

"Standard of schools exceptionally poor and over crowded. Doctors availability of appointments truly awful" 

"The doctors surgery is a joke. I have recently made an appointment to see my doctor and the next available 
appointment is in 3 weeks. I could queue in the morning, in the cold and rain but that system is an abomination and I 
refuse to do it." 

"Better access to doctor appointments." 

"- a wider variety of shops in the village, I.e. a good hardware shop would be invaluable. - the only dentist practice i a 
private one, meaning NHS patients need to go outside the village. - another day nursery would widen provision and 
push standards in both nurseries higher" 

"Not to permit large intrusive development, particularly large supermarkets" 

"Capacity of facilities need to develop in line with increasing population" 

"This is a poorly worded question, should be split into what needs to be provided and a separate question for what 
should be enhanced" 

"Barrow desperately needs a second school. They cannot just keep expanding hall orchard it no longer feels like a 
village school but that if a town or city. The doctors surgery also needs to expand and actually allow you to see a 
doctor and not just a nurse for all appointments." 

"The number of doctors available in the village does need addressing, the waiting times for regular appointments are 
excessive." 

"There are not a sufficient number of GPs at the practice - the practice has very limited opening hours compared to 
other surgeries, and it is too difficult to get an appointment when you need one. Ambulances are too slow to respond 
when called." 

"Doctors- very difficult to get an appointment unless you ring on the dot at 8:00. The dentist is expensive and does not 
take national health patients The schools are over subscribed, another primary school may be needed to ensure there 
is some competition. We are getting quite large now and Sileby has two primary schools. I don't have young children 
but I do go past the nursery in the morning and traffic congestion is a problem." 

"Can the bridge not be reinforced and widened to allow for 2 way traffic?" 

"To actually see a doctor when you make an appointment not be fobbed off with a nurse." 

"The primary school is over subscribed and needs more accommodation but I would not like to see a second school 
built as it changes the nature of a cohesive village such as ours.   The health centre is woefully inadequate" 

"All facilities and services need to be able to cater to the number of people living in Barrow.  Waiting times for Doctors 
unacceptable, no obvious police presence and schools need to be able to house all pupils." 

"More frequent police officers on the beat and monitoring speed of road traffic. Expanded offering of doctors at the 
Health Centre" 
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"NHS dentist would be useful The Health Centre needs to be capable of supporting the whole population of Barrow. 
Library provision is essential. A local police station would be useful. The loss of Hubbard's butchers is detrimental. A 
replacement butchers would be good." 

"NHS dentist, though present practice is excellent but only for those who are prepared and able to pay the fees. 
Retention of the Library; Police presence and visibility on more occasions - PCSO level would be sufficient provided 
that back-up response is speedy." 

"The Health Centre requires substantial extension to include a minor injury centre plus increased/improved opening 
hours and better communication systems." 

"GP Surgery - need new, much larger building; increase of number of doctors, more training for the receptionist staff, 
greater co-operation between GP Practice, Pharmacist and patients [ALL of us.] NO MORE 'Supermarkets'." 

"Greater doctors and school provision. Investment in school so that classes arent at maximum size allowed and mixed 
classes across years arent required. Wider variety of shops e.g butchers, grocers, we don't need any more general 
mixed grocery/paper shops. The doctors also requires a larger car park." 

"Under use of retail units - demand to be enhanced by provision of more public car parks Police available to public not 
isolated on school campus NHS dentist needed in the village" 

"Doctors surgery although good, is so busy." 

"We need to attract more shops specialising in locally sourced foods for example as we serve a large rural community 
and people shop from outlying villages. The emergency services must be maintained or improved." 

"Community building to incorporate a new purpose designed library and facilities for adult sport facilities." 

"Why has no new post box been installed in the new Willow road estate? Why have no new grit boxes been fitted in 
the new Willow road estate, these have been placed in older estates which do not have the gradients we have?" 

"The provision of a defibrillator in all public/leisure areas, and suitable training." 

"The library should be continued  as a must.  It appears to give good vibrant service to old and you alike.   The present 
idea to shut the libraries in the villages/ or to provide a limited service using volunteers is taking us back to the 
impoverished years of and following the 2nd world war.    Not all, particularly the elderly and young. particularly groups  
of school children during school hours can travel outside the village.   also not everyone can buy books - there are still 
homes without books.  My husband who has a green card cannot always get a doctors appointment.   With more 
housing development putting more stress on the surgeries will they cope?" 

"Second primary school as 450 pupils too big for a village school! Second doctors surgery as current one is stretched 
& appointments already hard to come by." 

"Hall Orchard is over capacity and rather than seeking to continually expand it, consideration should be given to a 
non-denominational school in another part of the village.  Lime Tree Nursery has been successful and there is scope 
for additional further provision in the village." 

"Chemists is not big enough. Doctors could do with second floor extension and chemist within there also." 

"WE need facilities for people to use like a Village Hall would provide like at Long Clawson, Kinoulton and elsewhere." 

"A positive block on a major supermarket on fringe of village: it would kill all the smaller retail services in village centre. 
A substantial improvement to the Health Centre (eg relocation to Charnwood Mill on Sileby Rd where there is plenty of 
parking and space for expansion)  Allocation of a space (eg behind Charnwood Mill). as a Community Centre. It could 
house rooms for Police, Fire and Support services (such as CAB) as well as provide a much needed large space for 
community use. The Community Centre at Humphrey Perkins is not available during the day and is now unaffordable 
to village organisations and individuals." 

"More visible police officers, traffic control especially where parking is concerned" 
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"Larger GP practice is definately required, where you can see a GP and not a Nurse Practitioner." 

"Better academic level at the high school would be welcome. Better funding for the library.  The medical surgery is 
good, especially the nursing staff.  GPs are not very helpful or proactive toward preventative care." 

"With large scale development aimed at families,  we need to ensure adequate provision for all children from nursery 
to post 16. Also appropriate medical facilities are needed to ensure that pressure is not placed on the new urgent care 
centre in Loughborough." 

"I would like to get a doctor's appointment when I want it and to see the doctor of my choice." 

"Anything to get same day Doctors appointments would be good." 

"More Doctors at the Doctors and more appointments available for blood tests etc with the nurses. It's a shame we no 
longer have any public toilets.  Most villages have them, even if we have to pay to use them." 

"As the village grows then services and facilities need to grow with it or you reach a point where villagers stop using 
them and 'drive' to alternatives." 

"The Health Centre is inadequate. A 2nd doctors surgery needed to provide additional services and competition." 

"Library should continue to be funded by The C.C. and opening hours should be extended. Overall the village is a 
great place in which to live but if future developments take place then developers should make contributions to 
essential services and facilities eg. Library, extended health centre, community buildings." 

"Hall Orchard (reluctantly) to be demolished and a larger school built on the same site." 

"Schools and doctors sizes are critical already and you really are in danger of having someone at some point in the 
future being put into danger with the state of the healthcare and schooling, which may come back to bite the decision 
makers above in terms of being potentially having legal action taken against them if they do not provide the care 
needed and continue reckless acts like building more and more with no thought.  Every action is accountable maybe 
not right now but in future when you think you have got away with it. One day there will be enquiries of how the 
country has got into such a bad state, just remember that." 

"Ability to get appointments more easily at health centre Library to stay open with an increasing population. Schools - 
all children in barrow who wish to be educated in barrow should be able to secure a place at a village school Visibility 
of police in barrow" 

"Doctors and school facilities are definitely a high priority, with these struggling with the current village size, I am 
concerned as to how these are going to cope with the addition of more housing." 

"A leisure centre to maintain villages fitness and alleviate traffic leaving the village for leisure.  Would provide 
additional activities for children." 

"Better chemist service" 

"I live on an unadopted part of Cotes Road at the side of Humphrey Perkins School.  This is also a footpath access to 
George V park. Staff and parent parking on this road is a nightmare for residents and daily obstructs access for large 
vehicles (ambulances, fire and refuse etc) from accessing the end of the lane. DOUBLE YELLOW LINES on the front 
part of the lane would solve this - also DOUBLE YELLOW LINES on Cotes Road in front of the school area. The 
school has tried to achieve this but has been advised until there is a FATALITY it is not possible!!" 

"As far as I am aware no NHS dentist in village at all.  Needed. Appointments at Doctors hard to get - long wait- 
especially if ask for a named Doctor - 2 and a half weeks. Think Doctors surgery needs to be more pro-active and 
more accommodating of village population's needs - in a more positive and welcoming way. Library at Barrow is an 
important facility and a social meeting place.  Improvements cumulatively lead to better quality of life for ALL" 

"Easier access to your named Doctor" 
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"More or extended schools and Doctors" 

"Access to medical facility upgrade from GPs to a small ' Walk-in Centre ' type of provision with some availability for 
immediate emergency treatment  Variety of small shops - no more 'take-aways'" 

"The new developments are overwhelming the doctors surgery. Increasing the capacity of this and other services must 
be considered before further development can be approved" 

"I believe the Library is an absolute necessity for the future, education etc and old people who do not have a 
computer.   Why not levy Barrow people to pay for running?" 

"Much much better facilities for doctors' surgery.  Village has brown far beyond surgery capacity." 

"A new health centre is needed on the outskirts of the village" 

"Encouraging independent shopkeepers, reducing Co-op's monopoly over the village." 

"Health Centre facilities need improvement." 

"Larger primary school More doctors, we need use a doctor outside the village.." 

"More shops, currently no bakers in the village More restaurants Ability to be able to get a doctor's appointment NHS 
dentist available in the village" 

"More Doctors and longer opening hours, plus parking" 

"Doctors need to expand so can get an appointment! Primary school needs more classes to accomodate all the 
children in reasonable class sizes." 

"Confirmation that Humphrey Perkins will be providing A levels from 2016. The Doctors surgery needs improvement - 
additional Doctors required following the growth in village population, revised appointments times and extended hours. 
Although there is a morning facility for 7am onwards appointments, this is not helpful for parents with small/young 
children and who work." 

"We do need a larger Health Centre as the village grows." 

"We really need another surgery to cope with the increase of our population in Barrow." 

"School is over-subscribed - HUGE class sizes (primary) Very hard to get a Dr. appointment If the population is going 
to increase the services need to increase too!!" 

"Parking spaces - unrestricted" 

"Dentist - given that I already pay for dental treatment through NI contributions, I can't actually access an NHS dentist 
in Barrow so have to go to Loughborough. Police - maybe more police wandering about would reduce the amount of 
antisocial driving/parking.  Even Traffic Wardens would be useful, if they exist in Barrow!" 

"The current services for example doctors surgery are simply over subscribed and should be in place BEFORE any 
new development is given permission. This has been argued unsucessfully several times along with the road issues 
but the council simply will not listen.  I understand the situation is the same for primary schools.  People will move out 
of the village if this continues, myself included as it is ceasing to be the place that we wanted to live" 

"An online appointment booking system at the doctor's surgery.  Until that is established a vastly improved telephone 
booking system with the ability to book routine appointments well in advance." 

"If the village is to grow then a second primary school ought to be constructed to accommodate all those children 
within their own village. s106 contributions for education ought to be required to be spent in Barrow within 5 years 
rather than extending any other schools outside Barrow. The school could even move to an edge of settlement 
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location so that it can grow and the existing site which may be too small for future needs could be released for 
development" 

"All the services ticked above will require significant increase in both buildings and staff with the proposed increase in 
population engendered by the proposed development" 

"To keep the village a traditional rural village we need traditional local amenities that modern people would support 
such as artisan bakers, deli, butchers, cafés, pubs and restaurants.  Not global supermarkets etc." 

"Need to employ more doctors." 

"The library is a place for all ages to use and will be a shame it if has to close." 

"Proper Police (ie. not P.C.S.O.) to control parking on pavements, on double yellow lines, across driveways, on bends 
near schools. Also to deal with anti-social behaviour etc etc i.e many of the items of concern detailed on page 10!  Not 
included dog owners/dogs running out of control on King George V playing field!!" 

"It is both difficult to get an appointment and/or park, especially when it is a child that is poorly or if I need to book an 
appointment in advance." 

"Many people are very unhappy at the moment re doctors surgery.  With more people coming into the village area - 
naturally with surgery can't cope." 

"The Doctors MUST be improved - can never get an appointment.  IT IS AN ABSOLUTE DISGRACE!!!!" 

"Extended opening hours at Doctors to allow more appointments and reduce waiting times." 

"Doctors requires expanding. Library needs re-allign itself with the digital age" 

"A second health centre would ease the load on our present one and a degree of competition would be healthy." 

"Simple equations - more houses need to have safe speedy and us villages need confident assurance that ALL the 
above can be accessed and made use of readily.  If that means building more schools, a larger and more efficient 
health centre then these needs should be met." 

"Shopping facilities for seniors are limited - not all are able to drive to cheaper stores. I choose to go so a Doctors 
outside of the village for better care provision." 

"The school is growing in capacity to accommodate all the new developments and is struggling. Build a new school to 
accommodate the new housing if the housing has to be built. New estate is enormous with no amenities.... TOWN 
PLANNING!" 

"Doctors needs extending" 

"Police, Fire, Ambulance  - does this mean we will get some?" 

"What Police service! There is no Fire or immediate Emergency Services" 

"NHS Dentist More appointments available (Doctors) Small combined emergency services building Increase in 
number of school places/teachers/facilities to match increasing population." 

"Another Primary school built within the new development areas." 

"Larger health centre to avoid the long delays in getting appointments." 

"With the increase in population the Doctors surgery is understaffed and is not practical.  The opening hours and 
waiting times are unacceptable. I would like to register elsewhere." 

"Doctors surgery to be available every day morning and afternoon and better service more in tune with patients." 
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"More new homes need more: Doctors more parking spaces larger schools etc  NH service" 

"To have security of knowing the surgery will remoan open, gps (own) available more often; referrals and medication 
easily to access. I have a chrome illness and feel there is no longterm/constant support." 

"Extended hours at Health Centre.  More access to Doctors, as opposed to Nurse Specialists. Higher visibility of 
Police patrolling village. Library to stay within County Council provision." 

"- Barrow upon Soar needs a new primary school/annexe, away from the center of the village. - Need more doctors 
facilities, car parking at the surgery and more doctors to enable us to access their services more easily. - Without 
adequate car parking we are unable to shop locally at the supermarket, except for small 'top up' shopping." 

"More G.P.s to meet increasing population." 

"VERY SIGNIFICATNT: installation of a public toilet facility.  This is a serious deficiency in a village of this size!" 

"Would like an ambulance stand by point." 

"Provision of hardware shop." 

"Appointments should be more available at Health Centre." 

"The pre-school, primary and secondary schools will need the space and funding to cope with the expanding 
population. The LIBRARY must be retained. I would like a dedicated Butcher and Greengrocer. The Health Centre 
needs to open for longer hours or provide more Doctors and the funding for same must be provided. A second 
pharmacy would be an asset." 

"Hard to get doctors appointments One nursery - quite busy" 

"Build a new Doctors premises and not have to walk/drive through a Supermarket car park to reach it. Any 
improvements to the Police/Fire/Ambulance Service would be nice, as they seem non-existant at the present. Road 
improvements to facilitate less congestion at the schools." 

"The doctor's surgery needs expanding to include opening Monday - Friday and Saturday mornings. Treatment of 
minor procedures should be provided so patients are not forced to travel into Loughborough. Many people do NOT 
have cars and are not fit enough to easily catch a bus." 

"NHS Dentist Bigger Health Centre - more Doctors Better parking Better choice of shops" 

"A need for supported living for disabled people of all ages." 

"Doctors - I have no words to describe the current state of our Doctors surgery!  Appalling springs to mind! Once you 
finally get to see a Doctor (which is very rare to not be told 'any nurses available' or 'no Doctors are here ' they are 
brilliant (Dr Duffy in particular). BUT the reception staff are quite possibly the rudest, most unhelpful people I have 
come across.  Surely being on the front desk, they are they ones who should be representing the surgery, giving a 
welcoming, warm impression and to be sympathetic, afterall, most people are not 100% healthy who visit the surgery! 
I have had about 5 bad experiences at that surgery, all of which are involving the reception staff eg) hour waits with 
my one year old and no murmer of an apology, appointments times being given incorrectly, being ignored in the 
queue.  The whole reception team (apart from one nice lady) needs an overhaul.  They are disgracefully rude! Who is 
employing these people in the first place!?" 

"Police response times" 

"The village needs a Public Toilet." 

"Some of the shops to have face lift along the High Street.   The library to be updated.  The pathways and jitties to be 
kept clear of weeds especially near King George Playing Field." 

"More VISIBLE Police Officer's.  I haven't seen a Beat Officer this year at all" 
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"School buildings now inadequate for the numbers attending . Easier access to GP car park/footpath for the less 
mobile" 

"Investment in the High St! Its a village - conservation area needs to be enhanced." 

"Doctors - over subscribed Primary school - large class sizes                  over capacity" 

"More capacity in pre-school and all school facilities.   More doctors, bigger practice or new practice.  If would be nice 
to know if we have any doctors as can't ever get to see one.   We need to fight to keep the library, essential for very 
young and older people." 

"The local doctor's surgery is inadequate for the needs of the village.  Quite often long waiting times for appointments.  
Telephone call can take an age to connect." 

"A village hall is necessary. Car parking and laybys for loading deliveries and unloading. Space for air ambulance to 
land if necessary  Improvements to Health Centre with provision?" 

"1. Two more Doctors at the Health Centre 2. Dentist should accept NHS patients" 

"Retail units in the High Street need to be occupied.  The surgery needs to be able to cope with the increased 
population." 

"Doctors - it is nearly impossible to get an appointment with doctor you want when you want it, that together with long 
waiting times at the surgery and several unhelpful/inefficient staff makes it a stressful experience.  It all comes down to 
over-development of village yet again." 

"Five and half week wait to see a doctor and its always mayhem at health centre - need another one up Nottingham 
Road for new estate" 

"New nursery needed. Another surgery/more GP at the existing one really needed! Library opened roughly same time 
as existing one." 

"Size of village now needs a bank - part time at least" 

"More doctors available at existing surgery and/or provision of another surgery." 

"Health Centre is way over capacity rated lowest in the recent CQC survey Police - visible presence is almost nil 
Primary school is over capacity with huge class sizes 30+ pupils" 

"Doctors waiting times for appointments and phone system. A few more shops would be nice, maybe a convenience 
store on the Willow Road estate. Also a post box is needed on the Willow Road Estate." 

"Keep library Improve Dr's  Safeguard schools" 

"Need to be able to cover for growing need. Currently waiting 4/52 to see a Dr as a non-emergency." 

7.b To what extent, do you consider that a dedicated community building is needed in the village? 
 

  27.8%  Essential  53.4%  Desirable but not essential  19.3%  Not needed 
 
7.c If you consider the above essential or desirable, what priority do you think should be given to this 

when compared to addressing other local issues? 
 
(10 being the highest priority and 1 being the lowest priority) 
 

 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
   7.2%    4.7%   14.8%   18.2%   14.5%   13.2%   10.4%    8.8%    3.8%    4.4%   
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 If you consider this essential or desirable, what do you consider are the priority sites for one 
(bearing in mind current ownership)? 
 

"Not needed as other existing facilities affected" 

"Don't really know but preferably towards the centre of the village to enable people to walk and alleviate the necessity 
for a large car park." 

"Not sure something central to village" 

"Could a community building be combined with the library and existing building be changed?" 

"Am not sure who owns what" 

"Close to village centre if at all possible." 

"Accessibility" 

"Land off Nottingham Road. I realise this area is marked for housing development but I think it would be ideal for a 
community building and car parking. It is not too far outside the village and is away from existing housing." 

"I don't know. It would need to be near enough to the centre of the village to be useful as a multi purpose building." 

"Humphrey Perkins school fields" 

"Within walking distance of the village centre so it is accessible for all to enjoy." 

"NOT THE LIBRARY!" 

"Near to the secondary School - perhaps part of the playing field areas theta seem to be underused at present." 

"Central Village Location" 

"cotes road" 

"Could the library be used if future changes take place" 

"maybe the current library as I hear it may close soon?" 

"A Community Centre has to be fairly central to the village. A site on the periphery of the village would not make much 
sense. Of the sites listed in Appendix B, Site 7 would seem the best, though there may be other locations that are 
available. The area being developed in the grounds of Strancliffe Hall might have been a good spot if they had not 
already been earmarked for housing. As car parking would be an issue, the site would have to be large enough to 
cope with additional traffic flow. In this case, Site 4 (though rather removed from the village centre) would be a good 
spot." 

"Although this would be nice, I do not think it is really needed and most the time would not be used. However if we 
found enough use for it I would not be opposed." 

"Land off Fishpool Way" 

"Most successfull villages have a well used village hall. Our closest one is in old woodhouse." 

"Must be a central village location, near the high street." 

"Do not have information on ownership to comment.  Perhaps land on corner of Willow Rd and Nottingham Rd" 

"Maintenance of buildings such as the Bishop Beveridge Club and the Scouts Hut is essential." 

"Near the Sileby end of the village." 
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"Country site with parking and a traditional 'cricket pavilion build to enhance the village NOT a dreadful modern take 
which will age badly" 

"maybe on the cotes road sites as large enough" 

"Could be central, on the High Street, or at Humphrey Perkins maybe." 

"central" 

"Centre of village with plenty of parking" 

"A few years ago at an event at Humphrey Perkins School a lady showed me plans for a Community Centre across 
the road from the school near the football pitch on Cotes Road. What has happened to these plans. I find it 
embarrassing that we do not have a community centre or village hall when tinier villages have this facility." 

"Land near to Humphrey Perkins site Ellis's old building on Sileby Road" 

"Somewhere within or next to an existing public facility such as a school." 

"CLOSE TO EITHER SCHOOLS" 

"Village centre location with car parking. Perhaps the Conservative club site?" 

"No knowledge of any available sites but Proctors Park has a large chunk of land just inside to the left which might be 
appropriate." 

"King George playing field would be a perfect site.  Possibly redevelop the library site to include some community 
activities but the lack of parking is a problem." 

"Primary school land that is fenced off. King Georges Park." 

"Beacon Field; Library including car park or building upwards on existing building (but parking is going to be a 
problem);  Sileby Road behind Charnwood Mill if becomes available." 

"Humphrey Perkins school has always been a good location for me in the past." 

"Realistically this is not top of the list. However, if the site has parking facilities it isn't absolutely necessary for it to be 
central but should be in walking distance for most people." 

"Not too far from village centre, public transport" 

"Must be served by bus service." 

"Bearing in mind that large capacity car parking would be required for events, a priority site on the outskirts of the 
village would be more realistic (cannot identify a suitable are nearer to village centre)." 

"Not sure but central if possible" 

"Car Park beside Three Crowns?" 

"Old library site to be used as village hall and old bungalow at H/O to be turned into a library instead." 

"King George Primary school playground which is fenced off Part of Humphreys playing field next to Cotes Road" 

"Is Site 5 (Fishpool Way) behind Charnwood Mill? If so, there. This is a brown field site that is crying out for 
development for a non-residential development such as a Community Centre." 

"Melton Road - where Jelson want to ruin the whole field with hundreds of houses!!!but not possible :(" 

"Humphrey Perkins School" 
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"Do not know the options." 

"Land on Beacon Field Humphrey Perkins (top right near Cotes Road) plenty of parking then available at school." 

"The Library!!! Crucial!" 

"Redevelop the Bishop Beveridge building or on the church halls." 

"on a brownfield site" 

"Humohrey Perkins complex or unused area of King George V playing fields (nearest school)." 

"Somewhere relatively central (ideally) with parking provision." 

"Humphrey Perkins" 

"Site 4 (land off Nottingham Road) and 7 (Land off Sileby Road)” 

"Are there any sites still available considering the housing development that has taken place in recent years?!" 

"Where there is space for building and good parking space too. Can't think of space that is central.  Somewhere near 
Humphrey Perkins?  Why can't negotiations/deal be done with house builders like Jelson/Wilson?" 

"Site of original railway station" 

"Near the school on Cotes Road" 

"Baptist and Methodist Chapel" 

"king George Playing field  Jelson development melton rd   Beacon field" 

"Conservative Club" 

"As central as possible or with excellent public transport links. Driver's old factory site Sileby Rd. could be ideal." 

"Humphrey Perkins" 

"King George Beacon Field Brook Lane" 

"Near village centre. Is the Bishop Beveridge hall not a community centre, & if not, could it not be dedicated for the 
purpose?" 

"We need a Day Centre and Community Centre for elderly people to meet and have a good lunch at a reasonable 
price and enjoy table games and also to do craft work together." 

"Located on humphrey perkins site?" 

"The one currently being built on at Cotes road would have been perfect!  Anything that gives people somewhere to 
go is ideal, Humphrey Perkins School does a good job of providing facilities but is not available during the day at term 
time.  Perhaps this could be used more and a dedicated building thought about rather than start from scratch." 

"Site 6 (Land off Melton Road) or 8 (Meadow Farm Marina)" 

"King George V Playing Field (Part of) .  Màke it two storey to conserve more of the field." 

"Central within the village" 

"Central village, combine library with community social space such as café, local artists, educational events, indoor car 
boots, social evenings for residents." 

"Central to the high street." 
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"Anywhere in the village would be good for a new community building as long as it comes with sufficient parking." 

"Large green area off Willow Road or as part of the Jelson development off Breachfield Road." 

"Located near Humphrey Perkins, make is accessible to children and youth community.  It has to be accessible for 
those with disabilities.  I work with a lady in the village who is a wheelchair user and it is difficult to manoeuvre the 
wheelchair given some of the footpaths.  The lady is worried during infrequent walks into the village and I usually feel 
physically strained, particularly shoulder and hands, from trying to keep the wheelchair on the narrow and uneven 
path, with few accessible dropped curbs." 

"Don't know" 

"I reluctantly feel a green field site would have to be used as there are no available sites in the village at present." 

"Needs to be easily accessible with plenty of parking.  Ideally on the edge of the village centre." 

"The site of the current health centre would be wonderful, a true 'village hall'.  Build a health centre with more parking 
spaces with easier pedestrian access on flat level." 

"Allotment land - rather than houses.  If you take from the villagers give it back.   Other options Library or Parish 
Council offices." 

"Site 6 (Land of Melton Road)" 

"Depend on what its going to be used for" 

"Church Rooms would have been best." 

"New community building/library combined (on the library site)." 

"Children Play areas" 

"- Brook Lane (open space at far end) - if Jelson building development goes ahead off Breadcroft Lane, they should 
provide land for village hall to be built on." 

"- Somewhere that is easily accessible for people who want to walk to the site, plus good parking facilities." 

"Not enough local knowledge." 

"We need more Doctors.  The Doctors cannot cope with the amount of patients they have got already with bringing in 
more people. Also Barrow could use a sit-in Fish and Chip Shop." 

"Sileby Road old factory site." 

"That is the 64000 dollar question!" 

"Site 6 (land off Melton Road) - as identified by CBC" 

"Library needs improving Some of the take away/food places need a face lift." 

"We should use what we have already!" 

". Land off Fishpool Way, across brook from cricket pitches (where picnic tables are). . Land off Sileby Road behind 
NHS offices." 

"Think it essential that all residents can access, so can't think of any appropriate site.  Also would be concerned about 
impact on people using other venues causing loss of income. eg. Bishop Beveridge Club, churches, scout group etc." 

"There are adequate meeting halls in the village.  Construction of others would destroy the current ones in use and 
destroy the village." 
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"Somewhere central Site 7 - large enough for parking and building?" 

"By Humphrey Perkins School" 

"No idea but it would be great as a location that all could access i.e wheelchair, pushchairs with the emphasis on 
walking" 

"Sorry not sure what or where may be available." 

"Community building should be self funding not another elephant for council tax payers" 

"Central to village with some parking. If on outskirts then adequate parking is essential" 

"On undeveloped eyesore next to Smarts in village centre" 

"I think this is an impossible dream, in an ideal world wouldn't it be great but we don't live in an ideal world.  There are 
no sites centrally to the village, no one would actually want a building such as this as a near neighbour Much has been 
said about the recent increases in hire charges at Humphrey Perkins is a NEW all singing all dancing facility going to 
be able to offer reduced rates in comparison!!!" 

"Needs careful consideration as could cause potential noise and disturbance for neighbours but there are obvious 
benefits to a central location - a tricky one!" 

"any with parking as close as possible to the village centre or on main bus route" 

"Melton Road PSH242" 

"Factory area off Sileby Road near Wilford Close." 

"Factory on Sileby Road" 

"In the centre of the village and accessible for all the community" 

"Central with parking Library in good position.” 

7.d Are there any other facilities/ services which you consider are needed, or need improving, in the village?  
 
"Another doctors surgery, or enlarge the existing one to another place if possible." 

"Health centre" 

"More family friendly restaurants - not a pub" 

"Leisure facilities" 

"Local Shopping" 

"Investment in the primary school and doctors surgery to meet the needs of existing residents. However if we expand 
them too much we will undoubtedly be forced to have more large scale housing developments so we don't want to 
make capacity too big else we will shoot ourselves in the foot!" 

"village hall" 

"Parking in the Central areas!!! Restrictions placed in the surrounding central streets!!" 

"The doctors needs improving" 

"As previous - Doctors surgery totally inadequate." 

"increase the capacity of doctors surgery. ie: not enough doctors available appointments difficult to arrange on the day 
opening hours need increasing" 
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"Apart from roads. Doctors clinic, primary school, buses to newer estates connecting to loughborugh Quorn 
Mountsorrel etc." 

"See above. The pubs and caravan park near to the river really let the village down.  It is one of the main entrances to 
the village and it gives an extremely poor first impression for visitors. Some of the takeaways also let the appearance 
of the village down." 

"Crime prevention, parking control and prosecution, speeding prosecution." 

"Provision of Public Toilets" 

"swimming pool old peoples residence wheelchair access" 

"King George park play area needs upgrading in a similar style as quorn park. Another restaurant and some kind of 
fitness centre would also be nice." 

"Doctors is vital" 

"Try to encourage businesses to keep the shop on the high street occupied" 

"just the health centre" 

"High priority was broadband which now seems reasonable" 

"A new primary school & doctors surgery - to facilitate large population growth of the village." 

"We need nice public toilets. Also it would be great to have a public gym/swimming pool !" 

"trains to run on a Sunday/ more buses on a Sunday" 

"Car parking an issue but not sure how this can be improved" 

"Only private dentist in village.  No choice of NHS" 

"Barrow lacks variety, too many beauty therapists,take aways, hairdressers and convenience shops." 

"Leisure facilities" 

"A Bank" 

"a keep fit route with equipment" 

"Leisure centre." 

"Leisure facilities - swimming/ gym" 

"Doctors has deteriorated significantly and new estates should provide a satellite surgery and preschool facilities 
Chemist cannot cope with population and villagers are receiving a poor service, independent chemist should be 
encouraged. Take away shops should be limited and a village style frontage should be enforced to keep the attractive 
look on all retail outlets- also they should have a mandate to keep the outside of the buildings to a standard. Fish and 
chip shop is shocking on the outside. Petrol station is a blot on the barrow landscape and needs attention Need a 
parking warden to enforce double yellow lines in main street which should be all along high street  Paper shop causes 
a particular issue for buses etc... when people park and run in. Dog warden - dog fouling makes barrow an unpleasant 
place to live and use cut troughs." 

"The range of shops which seems to be mainly beauty and take- aways." 

"Pity Humphrey Perkins pool closed down as would use that for leisure and exercise instead of travelling to other 
pools" 
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"Leisure centre would be wonderful with a swimming pool" 

"Station disabled access" 

"Better choice of shops, craft, gift, shops that people want to look around" 

"The entrance into the village over the bridge at the bottom of Bridge Street needs tidying up - the area around The 
Boathouse, the Indian restaurant and the entrance to Proctor's Park make the village look scruffy.  The elevated 
footpath along Barrow Road also needs renewing." 

"Swimming Pool (in conjunction with Humphrey Perkins school)" 

"there is no tennis ,squash or bowls facility in the village" 

"Community facilities to allow additional youth activities and daycare provision. A space to encourage volunteering 
and combat loneliness." 

"Youth Group Carers groups" 

"Just to tidy up the overall look of the village" 

"Public toilets! A couple more benches so that we can sit down occasionally." 

"Tidy up/update the caravan site as it creates a negative impression to the otherwise pleasant entrance to the village." 

"Road surface on High Street and Bridge Street." 

"More bus shelters" 

"Fibre optic broadband, is being done but new areas do not have it yet." 

"Indoor/outdoor sport facilities eg. tennis, bowling green.  Suitable for all ages." 

"More train services including a Sunday service." 

"If there is to be a great number of extra houses the main priorities are development of the Health Centre and primary 
and secondary schools" 

"A community swimming pool" 

"The provision of a swimming pool. Better facilities ie. play areas etc (similar to Quorn!) Facilities for youth 
groups/teenagers Transport link (bus/train) to E.M. Airport." 

"A general ironmongery shop - so we can purchase everyday items.    such as house cooking needs, nails etc. plant 
pots etc. A gentleman’s  hair dresser - they are not all used to unisex and a shortback and sides will do, plus beard 
trim.   We need to use the village shops or they will die." 

"Need super fast broadband in the willow road estate! It's been in the village for a while but not on outskirts!" 

"Tennis courts" 

"Local bank" 

"What is needed for Barrow upon Soar is for the idiots of council to cease the never ending barrage of building works 
resultant in criminals and drug-addicts entering out midst" 

"Another doctors surgery Another school" 

"Perhaps a tennis club" 

"Banking facilities" 
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"New shops within new housing estates. Post boxes also  Post Office to be extended into barbers shop" 

"Car parks toilets Space for youth activities" 

"A dedicated community building is essential" 

"Public toilets" 

"Cutting of hedge vegetation and verges at the height of the growing season. Overgrown vgetation obscures safety 
signage and presents a safety hazard. Improving the aesthetic appearance entrance to village. Making more of our 
river as a leisure and feel-good place." 

"Bring back the swimming pool at Humphrey Perkins school!  Also perhaps gym/fitness facilities." 

"A convenience store not in the village centre i.e. to serve sileby road area" 

"Due to the increased population in Barrow a Bank should be brought back into the village. Police presence is 
becoming a necessity" 

"Mens barber decent size tea shop/café need trains on sundays!!!" 

"More leisure activities for children would be useful as currently travel outside the village to attend these" 

"Safe, car/truck free cycle lanes from the village are urgently needed: 1) to the cycle path along the Epinal Way, and 
2) to the main road toward Loughborough Town Centre" 

"Better leisure facilities for instance a gym  and or" 

"Return of the swimming pool and include new large gymnasium equipped for village use (as in Mountsorrel, Syston 
etc!!)" 

"Miss the Butchers...." 

"Better lighting of footpaths and riverside/Slabs walks so able to be safely used during dark winter months." 

"Public Toilets. Street lights over the bridge at Bridge Street.  It is too dark at night." 

"New butchers, greengrocers or farm shop would improve choice." 

"The need for a dropped curb on footpath across from Millennium Park for wheelchair/mobility scooter into park" 

"The Health Centre can't cope with the existing village population. Is this likely to be addressed?" 

"Schools schools schools schools schools and doctors doctors doctors doctors!!!!!" 

"Leisure facilities. The swimming pool for example at Humphrey Perkins could have been developed and supported 
swimming lessons for local families and could have been developed to provide wider leisure activities. So many 
people with children that I have talked to say they would go swimming there rather then traveling to Mountsorel or 
Loughborough." 

"Leisure Centre with swimming pool" 

"The upkeep of footpaths and stiles in general is poor. Not everybody has had one of these delivered, particularly 
living near to developments.  Why not?" 

"Beacon Fields public footpath accesses - kissing gates NOT styles. A lot of the more elderly are prevented from 
enjoying this area and walks because of climbing difficulties and SAFETY. Horse Direction signs - keep to identified 
bridle ways and off Willow Park - open recreation space" 

"The medical centre and the parking space there is inadequate" 
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"The village badly needs re-cycling bins alongside all the general litter bins. Everyone probably wouldn't use them but 
many people would!" 

"Doctors surgery Football pitch facilities with dedicated parking and changing facilities to take it out of King Georges 
park on Wycliffe Avenue Some seating and 'garden' sections to make King George Park much more pleasant and 
restful for everyone - young and old Remove the Graffiti board from KG park and the 'Youth Shelter' - its just a smelly 
dirty gathering place and always littered with take away rubbish etc., Improve the paly park on KG park to be more like 
the one at Quorn." 

"Village toilets." 

"YES. Barrow and surrounding villages require a flood free road from Sileby Rd./Slash Lane junction to roundabout at 
A6/Granite Way junction." 

"Clinic" 

"Butchers, Bakery" 

"Proctors Park!! - Tourism - create parking at entrance to park - Sailing on lake - Flood prevention - mobile (fixed) 
home - Green areas - cycle tracks Remember 1950's trips by bus from Leicester to Proctors PLEASURE park?? 
Walking around the lakes." 

"A new community centre should provide facilities for pre school play groups, youth centre, day care for the elderly 
and leisure facilities and activities for all." 

"Urban gym equipment - there's lots of outdoor play equipment for young persons aged 14 and under. Nothing for 
adults.   Not enough cycling infrastructure; cycle lanes. A facility to lock a bike on the Co-op side of the road.   Public 
tennis courts." 

"Trim trail as formerly promised with new development would encourage fitness for all ages.Meeting place for parents 
of young children, elderly and youth." 

"More leisure facilities More areas for dog walking off lead/green space More shops, e.g. bakers More restaurants" 

"More leisure activities for young adults say table tennis club etc" 

"A relief road More traffic calming Weight limit on bridge needs to be enforced. Access restriction measures to stop 
access for 32 ton trucks. In Conservation Area, High Street landlords need to maintain properties correctly - too many 
have no repairs or maintenance for years." 

"Additional doctors practice." 

"I would like to see the plot of land at the car park exit to be tidied up.  It is an eye sore!! Also the footpath going into 
the car park has dangerous, broken kerb stones." 

"A hardware retailer would be extremely useful." 

"Public toilets" 

"Another primary school!" 

"LAWN GREEN BOWLS FACILITY (LITTLE SPORTS FACILITIES FOR SENIOR POPULATION" 

"Provision of an urban gym space would be great to encourage fitness" 

"Skills base for people in authority." 

"We need more quality of local shopping - can we persuade (eg) Waitrose to site a small store between Barrow and 
Quorn or encourage independant retailers to occupy shops." 
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"For the last time! - PARKING!" 

"More restaurants Petrol Station NHS Dentist Doctors more appointments can be made in advance for no-urgent 
issues." 

"More activities - eg indoor bowling or line dancing clubs." 

"Much work is needed to improve aspects of the infrastructure, resurfacing and maintenance of roads, pavements, 
jitties, control of hedgerows, mowing grass areas, control and removal of litter, etc etc." 

"I think we are lucky as Barrow residents to have a mix of facilities and services.  I do think the youth community are 
the ones that are overlooked.  Indoor clubs and outside areas such as skate/BMX tracks  would be well utilised." 

"Banking facilities" 

"More car parks; station (old) is now full daytime since the Co-op introduced 2 hour limit." 

"Swimming Pool Music Facilities" 

"Some varied sports facilities eg tennis, bowls, swimming pool" 

"Policing to put an end to people parking on double yellow lines in the High Street.  Also to discourage inconsiderate 
parking on Melton Road at school start/end times.  SO frustrating when buses can't get through .  Emergency vehicles 
would struggle too. Shameful." 

"Cars parked on zig/zag markings on the High Street etc. Cars parked near to zebra crossings" 

"A. Voluntary system" 

"More dog bins More rubbish bins More crossings (Blacksmiths Arms)(Grays Court)(@ schools) Bridge Street and 
Melton Road" 

"Leisure facilities 9gym, classes, swimming) Library - should be kept." 

"When the area is flooded, we can't get in/out of the village.  No bank now - need to get into town.  There are no shops 
near Sileby Road/Cotes Road area - there used to be 2 Grocery shops on Sileby Road.  How many live/visit the 
marina - where do they go!! For bread/milk etc our nearest shop is the High Street or Costcutter Sileby or a 20 minute 
walk - not always bracing in the Winter!" 

"More to do for teenagers at Humphreys" 

"More regular visits of a traffic warden in the High Street." 

"YOUTH CENTRE/CLUB Is there any possibility of acquiring the long time unoccupied ex-offices on Sileby Road - 
opposite Lafarge (at present the frontage taken over by gypsies1). Looks ideal for such a project and is sited at the 
edge of the village." 

"Public toilets.  It's disgusting a village this size has been without a public toilet so long." 

"Youth clubs surgery available for group meetings/support groups for differing illness" 

"To re-open swimming pool for residents of all ages" 

"Public toilets/level pavements Keep library open" 

"- Village requires public toilets. - Village looks untidy with weeds growing in road gutters and jitties. - Dog fouling 
continues to be a problem. - Low energy bulbs should be used in street lighting and alternate lights kept on through 
the night (or all lights dimmed) - would help people who work 'unsociable' hours." 
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"VERY SIGNIFICATNT: installation of a public toilet facility.  This is a serious deficiency in a village of this size! 
Road/street cleansing is seriously lacking." 

"Public toilets" 

"TOILETS" 

"DO consult the many clubs and groups within the village for their especial needs." 

"Provision of public toilets" 

"DOCTORS!! URGENTLY!!" 

"Public Toilets are needed." 

"Independent business' ie butcher, greengrocer etc NOT supermarkets" 

"Doctors' Health Centre needs enlarging with more Dr's to help them cope." 

"Swimming Pool" 

"The bridge" 

“Doctors - over subscribed Primary school - large class sizes. There are a number of rooms available for use for 
different occasions/events" 

"We have lost any banks. Although there are cash machines in the village, a bank would be a big asset" 

"Village Hall Car parks (to cope with extra developments on the outskirts of the village)" 

"A community centre is essential an would enable village residents new and old to come together" 

"Public Toilets" 

"The entrance/access to Proctors Caravan Park" 

"As above - Bank" 

"Doctors - over capacity providing a very poor basic service  Allotments - we need more Cemetery space, looks a 
busy place to me" 

"- School (primary) needs larger school hall and permanent classrooms to replace old mobiles. - Drs needs expanding 
- Co-op could benefit from being a bit bigger given size of village now" 

"Car parking in village centre. Post box on Willow Road Estate. Traffic wardens to stop vehicles parking on High Street 
outside shops (cash point) and causing a 'snarl up'. Sometimes they even park on the zebra crossing zig zags." 

"As a business owner my main concern is the parking facilities. Very concerned that one the new developments are 
built, it will be difficult for myself and my customers to park.  This could result in me relocating." 

"More car parking and another health centre" 

"Car parking - having had a fine for parking in Co-op when I was shopping in village and meeting friends in 
Peppercorns. We need at least 3 hrs car parking at Co-op in order to use our High Street properly." 
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 8. Renewable Energy 
 
8.a Do you consider that a Neighbourhood Plan should encourage the following types of renewable 

energy schemes?  
 

  Agree Disagree  
 Renewable energy solutions as part of 

individual new houses and major 
house extensions/ alterations 

 84.4%   15.6%   

 Renewable energy solutions as part of 
new housing schemes  

 91.9%    8.1%   

 Renewable energy solutions as part of 
business and other non- housing 
development schemes 

 89.2%   11.1%   

 Wind turbines/ wind farms  37.7%   62.3%   
 Solar energy farms  51.2%   48.8%   
 
 
 
 
 9. Demographics 
 
  

 

Postcodes 
LE12 8AN Iliffes Close  1 LE12 8NP Grove Lane 2 
LE12 8AS Heron Road 12 LE12 8NQ Condon Road 7 
LE12 8AX Kingfisher Close 3 LE12 8NU Melton Road 3 
LE12 8BF Mallard Road 2 LE12 8NR Meadow Close  3 
LE12 8FB Brookside Close 4 LE12 8NS Melton Road 3 
LE12 8FD Nursery Grove 3 LE12 8NT Melton Road 4 
LE12 8FG Badgers Walk 1 LE12 8NU Melton Road 1 
LE12 8FS Blake Close 1 LE12 8NW Cave Road 2 
LE12 8FX Stone Drive 1 LE12 8NX Melton Road 4 
LE12 8GD Brooker Close 2 LE12 8NZ Johnson Close 1 
LE12 8GF John Earl Road 1 LE12 8PA New Street 11 
LE12 8GG Lockwood Road 2 LE12 8PB Warner Street 9 
LE12 8GL Marianne Close 3 LE12 8PD Newton Close 3 
LE12 8GP Willow Road 11 LE12 8PG Buttermere Way 2 
LE12 8GN Perkins Close 3 LE12 8PH Beaumont Road 3 
LE12 8GQ Willow Road 13 LE12 8PJ Beaumont Road 9 
LE12 8GR Cobble Close 1 LE12 8PL Beveridge Street 8 
LE12 8GS Flint Lane 12 LE12 8PN Bridge Street 5 
LE12 8GT Furrow Close 3 LE12 8PQ Woodside 1 
LE12 8GX Long Close 1 LE12 8PR Church Street 1 
LE12 8GZ Adkins Court 5 LE12 8PS Coniston Road 5 
LE12 8HH Wheatley Close 2 LE12 8PT Ellis Close 2 
LE12 8HP Church Street 5 LE12 8PU Ennerdale Road 6 
LE12 8HS Highfields 4 LE12 8PW Brook Lane 3 
LE12 8HW Breadcroft Lane 9 LE12 8PX Grasmere Close 1 
LE12 8HZ Nottingham Road 4 LE12 8PY High Street 6 
LE12 8JA Nottingham Road 2 LE12 8PZ North Street 5 
LE12 8JB Nottingham Road 3 LE12 8QA North Street 1 
LE12 8JP Cotes Road 11 LE12 8QE Wilford Close 2 
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LE12 8JQ Bryan Close 1 LE12 8QJ Derwent Road 3 
LE12 8JR Cotes Road 1 LE12 8QL Crossley Close 6 
LE12 8JS Cotes Road 13 LE12 8QQ Thurlmere Road 9 
LE12 8JT Cotes Road 1 LE12 8QR Ullswater Avenue 1 
LE12 8JZ The Rookery 3 LE12 8QS Loweswater Close 2 
LE12 8LA The Pastures 1 LE12 8RP Birdhill Road 1 
LE12 8LE Avon Road 6 LE12 8SJ Birch Avenue 2 
LE12 8LF Cherwell Road 1 LE12 8SL Elm Grove 5 
LE12 8LG Martin Avenue 4 LE12 8SN Ash Close 1 
LE12 8LH Mill Lane 2 LE12 8SS Brand Hill 1 
LE12 8LJ Ribble Drive 5 LE12 8SW Illson Gardens 1 
LE12 8LN Sileby Road 8 LE12 8XB Limestone Drive 1 
LE12 8LP Sileby Road 4 LE12 8XE Caxton Place 1 
LE12 8LQ Mill Hill 3 LE12 8XL Branston Avenue 7 
LE12 8LR Charnwood Mill 4 LE12 8XU Ridge Way 1 
LE12 8LS Sileby Road 8 LE12 8XY Roman Close 1 
LE12 8LT Sileby Road 2 LE12 8YB Grebe Close 1 
LE12 8LW Sileby Road 4 LE12 8YD Pell Close 1 
LE12 8LY South Street 3 LE12 8YF The Lime Kilns 2 
LE12 8LZ South Street 1 LE12  13 
LE12 8NA Welland Road 8 LE12 8NN Breachfield Road 14 
LE12 8NB Huston Close 1 LE12 8NL The Banks 3 
LE12 8ND Cramps Close 1    
LE12 8NE Holbourne Close 10    
LE12 8NH Babington Road 4    
LE12 8NJ Babington Road 3    
 
 How many people of each gender does this submission represent?  
 Male   398   
 Female   444   
 
 How many people of each age group does this submission represent?  
 0- 5    62   
 6- 12    41  
 13- 18    29   
 19- 30    64  
 31- 50   215  
 51- 65   194   
 Over 65   237  
 
 
 
 

 

 

	  

	  


